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BOOKKEEPING AND BASIC BUSINESS METHODS (NUSTEP)

Competencies required for completion:

The student will be able to:

1. identify those courses which are.generally'considered `basic
business" courses in Business Education.

2. Sketch brief out -s of un is which should be inclu in the
varicius .basic- business c ses.

3. Identify the basic elements needed in, and prepare a s mple
iesson plan for a topic area of bookkeeping or basic' b siness.

4. Identify those elements needed in, and construct (a unit plan
for a bookkeeping or basic business course.

v

5. Teach the various major lessons in the boOkkeeping cycle,

6. Select and/or develop suitable media and materials for a
bookkeeping or basic.business course.

7. Identify the teaching methods and activities which can be used
in'bookkeeping or basic business.

8. Identify at least five techniques of evaluation for bookkeeping
and basic business teaching and-learning.

-

9., Prepare an evaluation instrument to measure the achievement oaf
.,bookkeeping or basic business students in some major part of the
course.

10. Meet the criteria established for completion of Spiral I of
NUSTEP. A copy of these criteria is attached.

#
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PROBLEM `AREA

ORMANCE
OBJECTIVES:

O

S

Learning Task 20 ,

ORIENTATION TO BASIC BUSINESS

What courses are included in "Basic Business,'" and '
what shall the teacher include in those courses?

. 1. Identify those courses which are generally considered
"basic business" courses in Business Education.

0
2. Select and defend in a small group session those units

which should be included in one. basic business course.

3. Sketch brief outlines'of units which should be in-

.
eluded in the various basic business courses.

PREREQUISITE(S): ,'Successful completion of Spiral One.

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES: A. READINGS

1. Investigate various texts, teacher's guides, and
curriculum guides as provided by the instructor.

2. Review Methods of Basic Business and Economic'Education
by Daughtrey.

B. ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICE

1. n a group session with 4 group, interested in the

bISathe course, analyze current trends in bubines'S and

develwa list of units which should be included
in that course to fit those trends.

2. Analyze the course content of the course-or courses
,--' which you have obser7ved or in which you are working

as a teacher assistant.

C. ACTIVITIES FOR PRACTICE IN FIELD SITUATIONS

1. InterView a teacher of basic business courses'con-
: cerning his/her feelings about trends in business
education, the structure and content.orhis/her
particular course, and how this structure and content

, is changing to meet trends.
2. Interview two people working in the field of business

to determine. what they deem to be the needs of stu-
dents in basic business.'

D. ACTIVITIES FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

1. Complete and have approved
,

by, your proctor:
I

a. A list of courses making up "Basic Business."
b. An outline of the units which you would:

include ih each of these courses.
-

.
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Learning, Task 21

ASYSTEMit IC PLANNING OF INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS IN
BO' EPING AND BASIC BUSINESS COURSES

PROBLEM AREA:

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES:

PREREQUISITE(S):

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES:

W

How does the teacher plan and develop'formal lesi.On plans
for bookkeeping and basic .business courses?

1. Identify the steps necessary in good lesson planning.

2. Identify the basic elements needed in a goad lesson'plan

'3. Prepare a,sample lesson plan'for a topic area oChook-
keeping.,

Successful Completion of LT 20.

A. READINGS

1. Read "Lesson Planning. in Bookkeeping;' attached.
2. Study'the lesson plan, "Closing the Ledger," also

attached.
3. Study Chapter 6 of Methods of Teaching Bookkeeping- -

Accounting.

B. ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICE (Individually or in
a grOup setting) ,

. , 1. Analyze the lesson plans provided in the readings.
2. Develop a list of the elements Which you would de-

fend as necessary for good lessonrplanning.
\

0

C. ACTIVITIES FOR PRACTICE IN FIELD SITUATIONS )*

1. Prepare a lesson plan for use 4.n your practice setting.

D. ACTIVITIES FOR'EVALUATION OF'STUDENT PERFORMANCE
.1w

1. Prepare a lesson plan with all the necessary elements
for either bookkeeping or a basic baissineqs course,.

Indicate the teaching method(s) you Will use to
teach the lesson. (You may coordinateqhis.plan with
LT 24).



LESSON PLANNING IN BOOKKEEPING*,

It is not, the purpose of .this chapter to restate the generally accepted
and "appioved" preachments concerning lesson planning. It is rather intended
to indicate a practical,, common-sense approach to,lesson planning. In doing

so, it is hoped that the: halo around lesson plannlig will be removed, and that
leison planning will be'restored to its rightful, serviceable place - -in the
classroom.

Lesson plans ,should be simple. ,-- .

,

- .

The writing of an elaborate lesson plan requires much time. Such time.
. -

can best be applied inkother direCtions, such as:' developing instructional,
materials, more careful checking of:pupils' papers for the purpose of
detecting remediable errors, reading of current pedagogical literature, read-:
ing in genera,1,:or jusl relaxing. Furthermore, in the Mad rush of things,
when lessoneplahning requires an_nordinatd amount of time--and what teacher

.has much time at hit- disposal ?--Aere's,a tendency to'enter the classroolm,
with a very- desultory' plan or with no-plan,at all.

The'les§on plan should indicate the flow of work for the period.
. A.workable lesson plan prOvides for "one way traffic" in the unfolding
of the period.,,f' It is of no piactical value if 'fails to reflect the
sequence to be followed within the lesson. .

,

A practicable working plan for a develdpmen sson in bookkeeping would
generally include the following features:

Aim
Materials Requited
Assignment
Warm-u0
Motivation
Development
Drill
Summary.
Application
Post-lesson Comment

ol

1

Instant reactions to the lesson are forgotten if not reduced to writing.

%

.7.

It is for this reason thatJone should record the post-iesson evaluation of
1 ri.

the plan before-giving thought to the new day's work.. .

The plan shOld indicate the pitfalls that ere to be anticipated.
One baSipurpose of all planning is to avoid, or at least reduce, stumbling

i.,,-;:-_

blocks thatifte liableto impede learning. Some of these st ling blocks that
trouble. th011ow pupils (and the average ones, too) pertain t technical termi-
nology, getieralvocabulary, or arithmetical foundation. Other pitfalls, such

as typographical errors, are sources of trouble even to the most\capable among
our. pupils

, iei
"Z. -. .

*Repr'itted from monograph 96, "Helpful Hints In Teaching Bookke
AcC4kuncing by I. David SatlOw, South-Western Publishing Company,
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When planning your.work for the day,watch for little bothersome items
to call to the attention of your Students. Examples of these are: a typograph-

ical errOr in the textbook, an explanation of computing the proceeds of a
note in-a problem to be assigned, or clarification .:of theamounts on an'invoice.

. . ,

. -N
At best, the lesson plan reflects the personality and needs of the user.

i
The teacher weak in his timing hould inclUde a time allotment in his ':

written plans; one in need of impro iment {n questions should reduce to
writing-the exact phriestngof a series of questions that he plans to employ.

f As the teacher grows in service, key questions--the essentials--remain in his'
plan while minor questions--sequential SubquestionaL-are not listed.

The execution of the plan should reflect a proper balance.
Bookkeeping is not all theory; consequently, the class session should not

be talk-fest. Bookkeeping J. debits and credits; hence, the need for entry
work. But the entries must have meaning; hence, the need for discussion that
assures understanding. We thus see the dgsirability of blending theory and
practice, oral and written work,work at the chalkboards and work at the seats.
The greater amount of variety _introduced into the plan for realizing the lesson
aim,-'the greater the degree of sustained interest by the, class. '

Adhere' to the lesson plan.- ' , ,
..,

k

A person traveling by car from Chicago to Los Angeles is likely tp find
many attractive sights along the route. An occasional stop or, even stop-over

makes for an interesting and enjoyable.trip. However, the yielding to tempta-
tion by stopping everywhere may provide many interesting experiences and
much adventure, but will never perMit our traveler'sarrival at his Log,

. Angeles destination. . ', -

_
.

,
- .

,
. 1_ .

The teacher can ill-afford lo,be a dilettante. In.the main, his lesson
plan is to be followed rigidly..-An occasional digression may be justified;
however, he should be alert to the danger inherent in ,digression--the possibil-
ity that the'lesson will not Be completed.

If, in the course of the lesson, certain areas calling fo special

exploration, development and drill come to light, the teacher ould plan
for organized instruction on these knowledges and skills at a subsequent les-

,

son. He'cannot devote the slme lesson to both the planned aim and to the .

stdden4.y discovered necessary aim. An attempt to move in Iwo directions si-
,

Multaneously will produce success in neither direction.

A good lesson plan, once tried out and revised may be reused.
It may be shocking to some people to find a supervisor expressing himself

in this'faahion. However, let us be realistic at all times. We should not
be se imbued with the form as to lorget the spirit. What Purpose does a

lesson plan serve? It is a blueprint for forty minutgs of activity in the
teacher - pupil- subject matter relationship. While our quest for truth is an
interminable one, it is quite conceivable that one's approach to a certain
lesson topic has beendeveloped to a point of relative perfection. To makes

a fetish of requiring &mew set of plans each terns is absurd, since it encour-
ages the blind copying of materials from'lest,terea plan book into this term's.

4
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i
The spirit behind lesson planning is important; the desire for pro-

fessional growth should be infused, but the rigid requirement of a new,
detailed'plap each time the Iebdon is taught without justifiable foundation.

Above all, we should realize that lesson planning is a means to an end, not

The goal of lesson planning is improved teaching through careful consid-
eration Of the tofio4ing questions:

an end in itself. ' -1

1. , What can I reasonably expeqt to have'-the,class accomplish in the
(course of the recitation period?

2.- What in the-pupils' background can be use the bas4p*fdr

.-
expediting the new learning?

3. How can'they best seesthe need for the work?
4. What queGzions will best bring out the statement of the problem

and its development, and WIll'summarize the new learning and,
assure understanding? _

.

5. What- materials are to be on hand for use duTing the, lesson?
6. What practice work will assure learning for.mastery?
7. What home assignment will piovide reasonable practice that will
t retention?

..

5
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Bookkeeping I

Second Period'
Monday, August 17, 1972

I. Objectives

CLOSING THE LEDGER,

3 -

Before Class

A

Prepare transparendies
- - Bookkeeping cycle

- -Net income formula

- -Steps to foliow in closing
--journal, ledger sheets

Prepare handouts
--Terms appropriate for-closing
- -Journal, ledger sheets
--Steps to follow in closing

Obtain: 2 overhead projectors
and screens

f--wax pencils
siiili,-wet-sponge .

Handout: 3 sets (see above) .

Assignment: written on-board

A. To enable the students to understand that closing the ledger is just
one phase of the accounting cycle.

B. To indicate when the ledger is closed.

C.' To demonstrate why it is necessary to close the ledger.

D. To introduce the basic techniques involved in closing theledger.

II. Background'

A. Review briefly the chairiof processes learned to date. ,

1. Project: BookkeepidE Cycle transparency (revelation technique)

B: Discuss the element of,time involved 'in the cycle.
1. Refer to handout - terns
2. Discuss fiscal period

'III. Teaching Procedures

- A., What is meant by closing the ledger?
1. Define - closing the ledger (refer students to terms handout)
2. Define - closing entries (refer students to terms handout)
3. Distinglish between open and closed accounts - on blackboar&

11
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4
1. Open account

.
- write on blackboard.-

Dan's Commissions

25

30 .

10

65

Credit Balance is 65

2. Closed account - write on',blackboard

Dan's Commissions

25

30

10

65 . 65

Balance is 0

B. Givereasons why. it is necessary and important to close the ledger.
1. To provide accurate and current pictures of profits

a.- Explain: Main goal of budinesses is profit and accounting
system should provide information about profit.

b. Ask: Raw do we determine profit?
1. Show transparency - net income

c. Ask: On which financial statement we have studied do we
determine net income? Income statement?

d. Explain: All information needed to make closing entries
can be taken from the income statement

.2. To prepare the books for a new accounting period

3. To bring the. capital account up to date

4. Review.- restate the 3 reasons listed above to,emphaize

A

C, What kind of'ledger accortrIt8 are closed?

" 1. -Explain: revenue and expense accounts

a. Refer to handout terms for definitions

2. Explain: temporary and permanent accounts
a. Refer students to terms handout for definitions.

. b. Ask: On which financial statement do we find only te orary

elPb.ccounts and on which do we find only permanent accounts?
Income statement and balance sheet?

7

6
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D. Technique involved In,closing the ledger

i
l
!

project ;2 transparencies
'

lee

.
.

a.. List of steps (progression techniqge) ilk-

b; Ledger and journal reproductions .

.
.

2., Work hypotfietical problem'going through steps (use sepa'rate pro-

cedure at irst) . ,

..
,

a. Page 1'
- 40

--1Journal , .. ,, ,,..

- -gevenue account r .

--Expense account
--Capitaldocount . ..

- / b. Page 2 .
.

.

--Journal , . ..
,

. A ''' .

' -- Drawing-Drawing account
,-.4-Capital account .,

ce Page 3 ,
' ...e.--

--Journal
%

7 -Reveriue account
c

' --Expense aceoubt
.=-Income summary account

. "--taPital account
1. Giving reasons for-using Income summary

--Convenience (accumulates experises and income)
--Tranefers only the net profit or'loie to the capital

, account
3. Review itme permits

-IV. Assignment,

A. Assignment ,is page 85 of text

B. Purpose of the' assignment
1.- Explain that assignment is to famIliarize the student with the

proper steps to follow in closing the ledger
2. Explain that the assignment. is designed to help the-student

,differentiate the revenue and expense accounts from other per-
manent accounts which aren't closed.

5)

8
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PROBLEM AREA:

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES:

t

Learning Task 22'

WRITING OBJECTIVES FOR4EACHING, BOOKKEEPING
'OR A BASIC- BUSINESS COURSE,

With broad goals and course objectives in mind, howlio

I 1.Lalis a elthem into- instrucional objectives for

daily-teaching?

PREREQUISITES)

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES:

re

% i
.

.
P e. ik .

. .
r
k

.i ..-i 4'

1. List the units or modules needed fo, r'a bookkeePing or

basiC business course. ,

2. Write instructional objectives in all three domains for

two different lessons.

None.

A. READINGS

1. "Learning for Mastery" by Benjamin S. Bloom.

2. Read-packaged materials on behavioral objectiveg and

individualizing instruction.
s',1.

,

(Both of these available from th9 instructor)

B. ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICE

* ti

1. Determine the units or modules needed for a bdok-

keeping or basic business course of your choic4.,

C. _ACTIVITIES FOR PRACTICE IN FIELD SITUATIONS

1. Determine the modules needed for one of the baslc

business courses.
2. Develop a lattice for at least one of the modules in this

-

6ourse.

D. ACTIVITIES FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

1.- Turn in to your instructor the list of units off.

modules developed for bookkeeping or basic business course

selected.
A, r.

2. Write behavioral objectives in all three domain's for

two different lessons in this course. t
,_!. .

9 14



PROBLEM AREA:

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES:

PREREQUISITE(S):

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES:

4lb

Ja

o.

es Learning Task 23
ORGANIZING LONG TERM INSTRUCTiONAL.UNITS

INA BASIC BUSINESS C04SE
, t

5

Takings Unft-frOm-a badic business course, how d I

develop a plan to teach that unit?

1. Identify thc4e elements needed in a unit plan for
basic business course.

-.2. Const ct a unit plan for a basic business course.

Learning Task 20

. ,READINGS

. 1. From text-a;-cdrridulum guides, and course. outlines,
compile a list of maior units which are Included in

t---the course you have chosen,to teach.
2. Read Chapter 7, page 251 of Methods of Basic Business

and Economic Education.
3. -Review samples of unit plans-available in the NUSTEP

Library.

B. ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICE

1. Analyze courses and texts to determine the most
common elemenff-in, the unit plan.

C. ACTIVITIES. FOR BRACTICE IN FIELD SITUATIONS

1. Working with your teacher assisting teacher, develop
units for her course.

2. Develop all the materials needed to cotplete the unit
planned.

D,. ACTIVITIES FOR EVALUATION-OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

1. Tu in to your initructdr,a completed unit plan fort
a selected unit in general t!usiness.

10
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Learning.Tgsk 24
TEACHING A LESSON IN BOOKKEEPING

. '"----...-- !

PROBLEM AREA: How are the various parts of the bookkeeping cycle
presented and how do those_pgrts fit into the entire

cycle?
_
,

k''_
._

PERFORMANCE .
. N

$ ''
OBJECTIVES: 1. Identify where'this lessOn fits into the bookkeeping

.." cycle. .

' \

2. Show the best method forivesenting-the lesson.

3. Teach the lesson to the class.

"Z!

BREREQUISITE(S): Successful completion of Learning Tisk 21.

LEARNING
ACTIVITUS::
.

A. READINGS

-.,

Study very carefully the, available high school book-

keeping textbooks. .Note how your lessoplan fits
into the bookkeeping cycle.

2. Study the varidiF teacher's guides and curaduly
guides available in the NUSTEP library.

3. Study the part of Methods of Teaching Bookkeeping-

' Accounting which pertains to your lesson.

4

E. ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICE '

1. Disduss.with fellow studedts the plans for your

lesson. 4

2. Determine whether your plims fit in with_others Who
are teaching a lesson.

C. ACTIVITIES FOR PRACTICE, IN FIELD SITUATIONS .?

,
' 1. If possible, prepare a leSSon plan-and teach g

lesson in your teacher-'assisting classroom.

D. ACTIVITIES FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFO

.

1. Prepare a lesson plan with all the-necessaxY elements

for your assigned.lesson. '(You may,use,thp plan de-
_
veloped for LT 21 if you developed your plan 'for this

lesson.

2. Teach your 20 to 40-mipuie lesson to the asks. The

presentation will be videotaped and you will1r40que.
it with your rproctor as soon after presentatiopOis

possible.

11
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Learning'Task 25 .

SELECTING AND DEVELOPING MATERIALSIN BOOKKEEPING
DR A BASIC BUSINESS COURSE

PROBLEM AREA:

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES:

PREREQUISITE(S):

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES:

3

What materials are available and/or need to be pre-
pared for theeffective completion of a unit.

1. Select and/or develop suitable materian for a baSio
business course.

None.

A. READINGS
P

1. Study teacher's manuals for various basic businege
'textbooks.

2. Examine a sample resource rile available in the
A °instrucior's offiCe.

. 3. Examine the attached Listing Of Free or Inexpensive
Materials. _4

4. Read Chapter 7 of Methods of Teaching Bookkeeping and
Accounting.

B. ACTIV;TTES FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICE

None

C. 1VTIVITIES FOR PRACTICE IN FIELD SITUATIONS

4 N,
'1/4

1. Select and/or develop materials for a course in which
you are student assisting.

2. *Divelbp a bulletin board in Your.teacher assisting
classroom.

.

D. ACTIVITIES FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

1. Turn in to your proctor the materials Collected

\
and /or developed for the unit plan completed in
LT 23.

1 collect a variety of materials which could be used
in teaching a number of the basic business courses.
(Remember that there are many other sources in
addition to the ones listed on theAsfolIowing pages).

4;-
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USTINOR FREE OR INEXPENSIVE MATERI4LSNJ

1. Ametican Counbil an Consumer Intere t
23.8 Stanley Hall

University of Mitisouri - Columbia
Columbia, MO 652b1

2. American Federation of Labor and
Congress of Industrial prganizations

reet, N. W!"

Washingtotr.C. 20006
A let
. American Investment Co. of Illinois
121 South4Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107

4% American Stock Exchange
Publications Department
86 'Trinity Place

New York, N.Y. 10006
. .

5. i'aul S. Aniaon & Assoc, Inc.
5408 Chicago Avenue South
Minneapolis,"MN 55417 ,

6. Banking Education Council
1120 Condecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

7. Channing L. Bete,Co., Inc.
45 Federal Street
Greenfield, MA 01301

8. Chicagb Board of Trade
141 West Jackson Boulevard
.Chicago,'IL 60604

9. Council fOr Family Financial EdactiOn
Twin Towers:

Silver Spring, MD 20910

10. Council o4Better Business Bureaus
.1150 Seventeenth Street, N.4
Washington, D.C. 20036,

11. Credit Unite National Asiociation
,Public Relations Department
11517 Sherman Avenue
P. O. Box "#31

Madison, WI 53701

13

12. J.,M. Dain'idompany
110:Sorth'Si*th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402

13. Department of He alth, Education
and*Welfare

SOcial Secyrity Administration
41° B'altimo're, MD 21235

14; Di'Jsion of Home Economics
4 Feddtal Extension Service

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
14ashington, D.C. 20202

*

15.. Dover Publications, `Inc..
180 Varick 'Stieet

New York, N.Y. 10014

16; Dun.& Bradstreet, Inc.
P. O. Box 803
ChurchStieet Station
New York, 'N.Y. 10008'

:%

l). Federal Reserv eBank of Atlanta
Atlanta, GA 30303

18. Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago '

Box 834
Chicago, IL 60690

19. Office of Public Informatibn
Federal Reserve` Bank of Minneapolis
Minneapolis, MN 55440

20. Federal' Reserve Bank o'fNew York
New York, N.Y. 10045

2].. Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia
Philadelphia, PA 19101

22.. Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond
Richmond, VA 23261-

2. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louie
P. O. Box 44 4

St. Louis, MO. 63166

24. Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
P. O. Box 7742,

San Francisco, CA 94120

9zi
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25. Federal Reserve *stem
Board of Governors"
Washington,- D.C:_ 20551

26. First National Bank of St. Paul. '

332 Minnesota Street -

\'''

..

'-`--.46.,,/ St.',Paul, MN 55101 I

27. Household Finahce Corporation
Prudential Plaza ;'

Chicago, IL 60601

, .
28. Industrial Relations.Ceter

The. University of Chicago

1225 East Sixtieth S,tr et
Chicago, Ile 60637

29. Institute of Life In= rance
277 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 100

30. International Cons
Association

375 Jackson Avenue
St. Louis, MO 631

31. Investment-in-the
Council, Inc.

121 South. Broad S

Philadelphia, PA

Invesfors,Divers
-Investors Buildi
Eighth & Marquet
Minneapolis, FMN,

33. The Kiplinger Whs
Changing, Times Re
1729 HStreet,,N.
Washington, D.C., 20006

34. Manufacturers Hanover Trust'
350 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

35. McGraw-Hill BoOk,Company,:
Webster Division
Manche ter Road
Manchebter, MO 63011 .

Credit

America National

reet
19107

fled Servic

5402

11,

ington Editors, Inc.
rint Service

14

). n

rY

36, Merii Lynch, Pierce, Fennei &'
. Smith, Inc.

- Executive-Building
Publications Division
1624,Douglas Street

. Omaha, NE 68,102
r

37.-Minneapolis Gain Exchange
400 Fourth Stkeet

1 Minneapolis, MN- 55415

38.'Minnesota AFL-CIO Federation
of Labor

414 Auditorium Street
.St. Paul, MN 55102 .

39. National Business Education Assoc
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Id
40. Natrohh1 Canners Association

113 - Twentieth Street, N.W.
Washington, D:C.-;10036,

41. National Consumer Finance
Association

-Suite 7114

1000 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036'

42. National Foundation for ` Consumer
Credit

Federal Bar Building West .

1819 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

43. National Research Bureau,'Inc.
- 424 North Third Street

Burlington, Iowa 52601

44. New York k-StoCk Exchange, Inc.

Publications Division
11 Wag Street

oNew York, N.Y. 10005

45. Ohio,Consumer Loan AssoCiation
/79 East State Street
812 Hartman Building
Columbus, OH 5

M.

4.



46._ Pacific. Coast Stock Exchange

101 Pine Street
San Francisco, CA 94104

47. Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis
140 Broadway
New YorkN.Y. 10005

48. 'Piper, Jaffray Hopwood
115 Sobth enth Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402 -

49. Public Affairs Committee.
381 Park Avenue South
New York, .Y. 10016

. 50., Savings and Loan' League of
Minne'Sota

Suite 303
6,25- Second Avenue South-

Minneapolis, MN 55402

51. Semi ities Industry Association
120 B oadWay
New Yo 10005

52. Traveler- Insurance Company
Public In rmation Representative

One Tower :care

Hartford, C 06115

53. United States avings & Loan League
East Wacke Drive

ChicdgoIL 606

54. On'iVersi.ty of Minnesota

Division of Research
Graduate School of Business

Administration
.Minneapolis, MN 55455

ee
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Answering.Questions'About Trust Funds (34).
How Our Bank*Helps Our City (34)
Newsletter (1)

Consumers. Look at Fair Trade - .$.50/eaCh (1) n
Journal of Consumer- Affairs - $2.50 for winter or summer ei tion (1)

Handbook of Life Insurance (p)
Source Book of HealgrInsurance (29)
Decade of Decision.,(29)'

List of worthwhile:Life and Health_Insurance Books (29)
A Date With Your future (29)
Policies for Prpeection (29) '

Sets, Probability and Statistics (the mathematics of Life Insurance) '(29)
Catalog of'teaching aids of Life and Health Insurance and Money"Management (29)
Keeping°Our tIoney Healthy, 16 pp., 1570 (20)
Money': Master or Servant': 45 pp:, 1971- (20)
Th,e,Story of Checks, 21 pp., 1972 (20) ,

Money and Economic Balance, 27 Ap., 1971 (20)
Stenuine or Counterfeit?'1967 (20)
Perspective. (January ) (26

'Open Market Operations, .47 pp., 1972 (20)
Annual Report (March) (20)
Noribank.Financial Institutions, 48 pp:, 1969 (20),
Two Fates of Debt, 34 pp., 1968 (20)-

Instruments ,of the Money Market, 95-pp. 1970 (20)
Money Market Instruments, 116 pp., 1970 (20)
The Four Hats of the Federal Reserve, 11 pp., 1964 (20)
Series for Economic Education (20)
Understanding Money and Banking (28)".
A Look at Our Economy (28)

Competitive Prices in Action (2B) ,-.

Producing for BetterLiving (28)
Capital-Key to Progress (28)
Your Was (28)
Profits-Spark,plug of the Economy (28)
Understanding Money and Banking (28)
The Ups and Downs of Business (28) ,

Taxes in the United States f28) a
4

Government Spending in the United States (28)
The Individual and the Economy (28)
America and the World Economy (28)

4111.

1W Decades of-Partnership in EconomisEducation,
Your Savings and Investment Dollar - $N5/each (2
It's Your Credit--Manage It Wisely - $.25/each (2
Reaching Your Financial Goals.- $1,23 /each (27)

.FILMS:

Money Talks
Be Credit-Wise

Mod Money Management (5)

Your Checking Account (5)

Money, Credit, Banking (5)

ir

Booklets for No. 28

$.60 for individual pamphl

$C80 for set of 12
(high school price)

$2.00,(39)
7)

7)
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'How to Answer When Money Talks (5)
Simulation WHEELS (Sample $2.50 c- Complete $40.00) (5)

:Truth in- Lending Transparenciei - $3.25 (5-)
yair Credit Reporting Act (transparencies) - $3.75 (5)
'Personal Money Management (reel) - $79.50 (5)
'Personal Money Management (cassettes) - $69.50 (5)
Personal Money,Management (transparencies) - $19.95 (5)
Blank Checks (pkg. 'of 500) - $4.95 (5)
Why Teachers Need,a, Credit Uni6n(11)
Credit Unions (11)
'History of the Credit Union Mo4ement (11)
A Teacher's.Guide to Credit Unions (11)
Using Credit Wisely my
Credit Union Yearbook 1971 (11)
Films from the regional office of Assoc. Films,.Inc. free
This is Merrill- Lynch (36)
How to Invest (36)
What is Margin? (36)
How Over-The-Counter Securities Are

/
Traded? (36)

:Monthly Investment Plan (36)
Investing for Tax-Free Income (36)
How to Read a FinanCiar Repptt (36)
-Modern. Money Mechanics (18)1
Two Faces of Debt (18) , .

Tour of the Fed (19)
Reflections from History (19)
:Monthly Statistical Report' (19)
Your Money and the Federal Reserve System (19)
Your Social Security (13)
A Brief Explanation of Medicare (13)

Booklets for (5)

1 - -99 . . .

100 - 500 . .

500 - up' . .

Teacher Guide
with every

. $.45/each
.40/each

. .35/each'
included
100 kooklets

'l4copies 10-49

.63 each .50

.75 each .63

-Your Medicare Handbook (13)
_Social Security Study Guide (13)

Your Money Supply (23)
Before You Borrow or Say "Charge It" . . . (33)

Watch out for the Credit Card Crooks (33)
'New Rules That Protect Your Credit Rating (33)
The Hard Facts About-Easy Credit (33)

'7Family_Finance Diary (33)
What You Should Tell Your Child About Money, 1965 (50)
'Safeguards of Freedom - Thrift and Home Ownership, 1961 (50)

The Savings and Loan Association (53)
'Thrift . . . Making Your Wishes Come True (53)
Facts You Should Know About Credit (10) $.15/each

, Managing Your Money . . . a fetidly plan (14) $.15/each

"Understaftling Life InsUrance fot the Family (14) S.10/each

When You Use Credit . . . for the family (14) $.10/each

.4:Be A Good Shoppelf(14) $.05/each
State & County 'Coop. Extension Service offices for material,/

Council for Advancement of Sec. Education Economic Liters Series (price list) (35)

! Includes: Athericance4pitalism: An Introduction - Mo ey In Our.Economy

Capitaliim & Other EcOnomics Systems iness Enterprise in the

American Economy - Beginning Readin n Economics - The U.S.A.

in the World Economy (From $1.80 to $3.00 wi..th,discount as teacher)

of charge (11)

\

50plus

.44

.56

22
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,AbokitFinancial Statements. (7)
-About Mteney 'and_Banking (7).

,Aboutthe Nature of Economics (7)

About/the 'American Economy and Its Problems (7).
HoW to Finance a Home (7)

What Everyone Should Know About Checking Accounts
138,Ways to Beat the High. Cost of Living (7)
How to-Save-Money (7)
How to Buy a-Home-(7)
You and Your Bank (7)
32 Ideas (Home Improvement) (7)
Remodel It (Home.Improvement).(7)
Bank Credit Cards (7).

-

Buy a Car--What to LobleFor (7)
Estate Planning (7)

Credit Checking Accounts (7)
College (Planning, ..Applying kFinancing). (7)
Social 'Security and You (7)
Investor's Quarterly (47)
Understanding the Mutual Funds (47)
Understanding Financial Statements (47)
Understanding the Modern Securities Market (47)
Tax Exempt Municipal Bond Guide (47)
Stockbrokers To Know (47)
Economic Outlook (47)
Stocks and Bonds, 28 pp. (46)

Pacific Coast Stock Exchange Story (46)
Pacific Coast Stock Exchange - List of Stocks (46)
Transcription of the Pacific Coast Stock Exchange - Gallery' Tape 6(f6)
How to Make Your Savings Work for You - $1.00 (54)
Can We Avoid Economic Crises? (49)
What Inflatiol and Tight Money Mean to Ydu (49)
HoW To Finance Your Home (49)
A Guide to COnsumer Credit (49,)

Investing for Income and Security (49)
Tax-Exempt.Bonds & The Investor
°Tax-Exempt Municipal Bond Guide for the Individual InVestor
Plan to Spend Your Money (55)
A Speech on Mutual Funds (32)
Annual Report (32)
The Miracles, of Credit (45)
The Federal Reserve System (25)
Fifty Years of the Federal Reserve Act (21)
Guide ti5 Interpreting Federal Reserve Reports (21)
GOLD: (21) r-
The QUest for Stability (21)
Monetary-Policy.: Is the Money Supply All That Matters? (21)
Monetary Policy: Decision-Making, Tools, and Objectives (21)
Defending the Dollar (21)
Investment Bibliography (44)
The Nation's Market Place (44)
The Specialist (44)

New Investors- -What Makes Them Tick (44).
How an Order is Executed on the New York Stock Exchange-Wall chart - $.30 /each (44)
Now that you have, Opened an Account (44)

(7)

' Booklet Erices for (7),

List price . . . ..$.25/ea
100 to 499 . . . .16/ea
500 to 749 . r . . .14/ea

. 750 to'1,495 . . . .11/ea
etc. F.O.B. Publisher

J

Booklet Prices foc (49)
mixed 'ti

1 - 9 copies .25/each :2!

10 - 99 .21/each .2;

100 - 249 .19/each ..2(

in the 1970's (48)

'18V



--Stock Index and Transactions - $.30/each(wall chart) -(44)
Automated:Securities Depository (44)
The Exdhanp (magazine) -($3.00/year (44)

'Investors Service Bureau Directdry (44)
.

'react: Aids f44)
Ilhdpre nding tfie New York Stock_ Exchange (44)

.4 ";(ivailable in classroom quantity for college teachers)
gfidetatending Bonds and PreferreagtOcks' (44)

4 .(available in classroom quantity for college teachers)
Understanding Financial Statements .04)
..(available in classroom quantity for college teachers)

The Language of Investing (44)
-. . (available in classroom quantity for college teachers)
New York Stock Exchange Fact Book- -Does Lt Make Sense For Me to BuyStocks (44)
You and the Investment Wdrld (Students' Guide and Teachers' Manual),(44)

(free for school use) .

The World of Investing (test) (44)
(Free for schodl use)

Stocks on the Big Board (44)
(available free for college classroom use)

The Lady and the Stock"Exchange
What Makes Us Tick
Market In Motion

Inioduction to Hedging (8)
Marketing Grain Through a Grain Exchange (8)
Price Lists and Order Forms (8)
Publications Order Fofm (51) -

Readings on Money (22)
Periodicals 22)

Annual Report
Fifth District! Figures
Monthly Review
Business Forecasts

Special Studies (22)
Come With Me to the F. O. M. C.
The Federal Rpserve Today
The Federal Reserveat Work

Inside the Federal Reserve sank of Richmond
Instruments of the Money Market
Keys for ,Business Forecasting

Measuring\Price Changes: A Study of the/Price Indexes
YoU and ur Money

Forms Used i Banking.(26)
The Use of C edit.for Production. and Marketing (37)

Below is a listing of materials that can be obtained Upon request tio
company. The number in parentheses corresponds to the preceding company names.

Omaha, NE 681021
c/o Modern Sound -Inc.

1414 Howard Street

List of Materials on Money & Banking (6)
How Banks Help (6)
You, Money & Prosperity (6)
Personal Money Management (6)

19
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Money & Banking In Our Everyday Living (6)
Money and You (6)
Using Bank Services (6)
The Story of American Banking (6)
Be A Smart Shopper. (43)

It's On The Label'. (40)

How you Can Cut the Cost of Food -(40)
Canted Food' Tables (40)

Nutrition Alert (40).
Savings and rnveetment: Essentials of Economic Progress (31)
Free and Inexpensive Educational Aids - $2.00 (15)
Death by Ounces (52$
Growth in Importance of the Credit Function (16)
.Teacher's Kit-Consumer Credit (41)
Devaluation of the Dollar (24) 1

"Silver: End of an Era --32pp.; 1969 (24)
jopper: 'Recp*.lin Flux - 56pp., 1968 (24)
Credit all!Credftrzrards - 16pp., 1969 (24).
Law 'of River- ).6pp., 1968 (24)
Price Tag on the,Nion'e ealth -12pp., 1970 (24)
Wall Street: Before 'the Fall - 1970 (24)
Aluminum: Past andFutute - 64pp6.1971 (24)
A Time for Sharing...Crisis in the State House - 24pp., 1969 (24).
The Redwoods - 12pp., 1969 (24)
BART:, Dig We Must - 16pp. 1970 (24)
Calibrating the Building Trades - 2Opp., 1971 (24)
Teaching Consumet Education and Financial Planning 179pp:., $6.00/copy (9)

Family Financial Education for Adults - 116pp., $4.00/copy (9) .

Free and Inexpensive Material - 92pp:, $1.00 /copy (9)
A National Program in Consumer Education (9)
Be Sure'. Iniure! (9)
The Federal Reserve System:(17)
Fundamental Facts About United States Money. (17)
,Counterfit? (17)
Lear, by Film (17)
What Truth in Lending Means to You (17)'
New Dimensions'in Central Banking (17)
Here's How to get more value out of Every Dollat YQU Earn ,(42)
The Consumer and Ituth in Lending (42)
How Much 'Credit Can You Afford? (42)
How Much are you Really .Worth? (42)

Consumer Credit (42)
The Forms 'of Credit we use (42)
Fstablishing Good Credit .(42)

Measuring and Using Our Credit Capacity (42)
The Emergency Problem, What _to do About It? (42)
Consumers' Credit and Wealth 442)
Using Our Credit Intelligently (Textbook) $.85/ea, Wash., D.C. (4:

Viewpoint (Voice and Value-4he Consumer's Concern)-(2)

20
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Learnin Task 27
METHODS OF PRESENTATION IN BOOKKE ING AND BASI01BUSINESS CLASSES

'PROBLEM AREA: What ardtsome of the varioukmethodsiof presentation of
material which Will best promote understanding?

.

-PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE:

PREREQUISITE(S):

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES:

1. Xdedtify most' of the teaching 'methods and activities
which caw be used in bookkeeping or basic business
classes.

Learning Tasks 20 and 21.
i.tog--4111.-

A. READINGS 41'

1. Review methods books, teacher source' books, teacher's
manuals, etc.

*

2. Study "Effective Teaching Techniques for General
Business," which is attached.

B. ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICE

1. In' small groups, discuss the ,advantagesand.dis-

advantages.of some of the more significant methods`
and activities.

a

C. "ACTIVITI1§S FOR PRACTICE IN FIELD SITUATIONS

1. Assist the coopercinkteacherwith teaching actIvities
such as planning field trips, arranging for speakers,
plAning debates, etc.

2. Observe diffe methods and activities in your
teacher.asdi ;'ng situation.

D. .ACTIVITIES FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

1. Plan and give an oral presentation or demonstration
on -a learning activity such as field trips, etc.,
approved by the instructor. This presentation will
be done individually, will be approximately05-10-
minutes'in length, or

2. Prepare a short paper on a'leerning activity or
teaching method. Make dUPlicate copies: for members
of the class.

'22
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EFFECTIyE TEACBING,TECHNIOUES FOR GENERAL BUSINESS

1. UTILIZING STUDENT EXPERIENCES*

Since all the students enrolled in general business have had expirries.

that are related to the work of the .course, there is.no reason why the coarse

content should seem remote to them. Onthe contratlAtheir experiences

be tapped in order to vitalize the classroom situation. Regardless of f44

unit we Attempt-to teach, there is a wealth of'student experience on Witii

we can draw. The alert teacher recognizes this fact and is sufficiently rye=

sourceful to take advantage of it.

There are ,aeverwl-ee?ducational values involved in utilizing student 07.

periences:

Arousing student interest. The work is meaningful to the students when

they realize that the content relates to thing& that have been happening to

them or to matters that are close to them. Students thus idehtify themselves

readily with the course and its content. They're in the act!

Maintaining student interest. By giving new interpretations of students'

.daily business experiences and imparting deeper significance to them, the

teacher can maintain student interest. Ordinary activities in which the

students acquire economic understanding, when they see the larger forces at

work. Moreover, when instruction revolves about problems.that are within Ithe ""'"'

range of their experience, students are attentive and eager to share in the

solution Qf problems. Thus, they learn in a co-operative atmosphere rather

than dawdle in a negative or hostile atmosphere. .

Employing the psychological approach. Laws of learning follow a psycho-

logical pattern; on the other hand, the organization of the usual syllabus

and the structure of the average textbook generally follow a purely logical

arrangement. Recourse to student experience in the orientation to a unit

and its development provide the psychologi,bal fulcrum needed to steer the

course in thedirection of student learning.

. 11:

The lesson starts with a-daily experience and, before the students

realize it, a transition is effected into some phase of the work that isInew

to them. ,The teacher thus proceeds subtly from the familiar to'the unfat-

iliar, from the students' daily world to the world of business.

N.-.

Establishing rapport. Dealing with common, everyday ixperiences makes

the students feel at home; as a result, they enjoy a feeling of confidence

and satisfaction that encourages thereto be active participants in the reor-

ganization of their experiences. When they feel at home, there is good

rapport-between the teacher and the class; and when good rapport prevails,

effective learning is sure to"follow.

*Reprihted Courtesy of Business Education'World Magazine, Gregg/McGraw-ilill,

October, 1961 ()

4
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Practicality of the work. In lessons that are built around student
:"experience,_thers.is a tendency to free oneself from the confining-effects orit'

the textbook'sLsequence an language. Since book learning' is logical, it differs
radically from the psychological pattgrn,of.the world of eirdryday experience.
The textbook's organization is stratified and impersonal; student experiences
are personal. Student experiences are part of the students; the textbook is
apart from them.

The experience approach may serve many purposes. Student experiences can
be used to motivate a new lesson; they can also serve as springboards for
instruction"in economic understanding of common business practices and procedures
that function in their daily lives, help in the appreciation of the relationships
involved, and facilitate the acquistion of knowledges and skills that will make
them intelligent consumers.of g6ods and services.

In additiot( to using daily experiences in his motivating situations, the
resourceful teacher will draw on such experiences for the other phases of a
well-rounded lesson, which include class practice work, oral discussions,
summaries, application problems, review; 5e may even draw on them for evaluation
of student learning.

The experienced most often called into play will be perso/ nal experiences
of the students and those of their friends or members of'tHeir families. They
may be drawn from life at home, at school, in play groups, injofter neighborhood
contacts or in dealings with any of the social institutions.

I

lives traVanot been catiried on in a vacuum, and the general
business content we seek to;tethtfloeg;not exist in ajvacuum._The two forces
have impinged on each other for a long time. It requirds very -little imagination
and research, to cull various daily experiencesthat ge closely related to the
work in general business and to use them effectively'rto expedite maximum learning
and growth.

A randOrOTfangdfflIDO-afiY-gitnifiZnS adt----are commonly-experienced by
students follows as an indication of the Sources one can. tap: The reader can
easily fill in several hundred additional situations that gill help, vitalize
the classroom experience for teacher as well as students.

-J

100 TYPICAL STUDENT E ERIENCES THAT CAN BE
UTILIZED BY THE TEACHER OF GENERAL BUSINESS

BANKING

1. Handling money A-
2. Being paid by check'
3. Trying to cash a,4b
4. Losing a paycheck
5. Having a check "bounce"
6. Making a deposit in the bank
7. Receiving a bank statement shows a balance at variance with that

d'f the checkbook
8. Receiving a check with the name of the payee.t1ISspelled
9. Having a creditor ask for payment of a bill thatimis been paid (in cash)

10. Writing a check, but failing to enter it in the checkbook

24 * 4v
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BUYING WISELY

11. Buying school- supplies

121 Purchasing lunch at school

13. Shopping for mother At the neighborhood grocer's

14. Buying a badk-to-school wardrobe .
,

fl

15. Returning a gift to the department -store

16. .Reading newspaper ads
17. Buying articles thei have been glowingly described on radio and TV

18.. Reading labels on canned goods ' '

19. Observing trademarks'on packaged Articles

20. Purchasing an item 'by mail

BUDGETING-

J 21. Handling Of student allowances

22. Planning parties
i23. -.Making a budget for the ball team or teenage club

24. Family spending of the paychedk.

25. Planning a trip
26.- Making proper use Of one's time

27. Planning a long-term purdhasing program of hi-fi records'
28. Budgeting -one's TV viewing schedule

29. Fltarvinitig the school:s general organization budget A

30. Reading about the national budget .

CREDIT

31. Borrowing money for the purchase of lunch

32. Borrowing 5 cents or 10 cents toward bus'Iare

33.- Getting home deliVeries of milk at 5 a.m.

34. Purchasing utilities--electricity, gas, telephone

35. Buying on credit from the corner grocer

36. Parents making a loan at the bank

37. &lying household appliances, a TV set or a car on the installment plan

38. Observing ads that say, !!..Buy Now--Pay Later"

39. Buying on credit at department stores, using parents' charge plates

40. Parents borrowing money at income tax time

SAVINGS AND INVESTMENTS

41. Experiences with'a`piggy bank

42. Having an.account in the school savings bank

43. Setting aside money regularly for the purchase of a dipired article

44. Parents having savinmAccounts
45. Father's purchase of'Ailiiings bond

46. Depositing money in a Christmas Club
47; Having interest added-to a savings account

.48. Home purchases by parents
.49. Relatives' purchase of stock in the company that employs thi
.-50. Investing in a mutual fund

1
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INSURANCE

51. loss of school extbooks by students
52. Sight of a fire destroying a building
53. Witnessing an auto accident
54. Reading accident reports in the newspapers
55. Experiencing death in one's own family or in a neighbor's family
56. Disbovering that a neighbor's home has been burglarized
57. Learning that a friend's auto, insurance has been canceled

-58. Loss of family income because of illness Of the breadwinner
59. Arrival of SoCial Security check for grandmother
60. Father's purchase of a life insurance policy .

TRAVEL

t

61. Student's daily ride by bus or sfibway to and from school-
62. Travel to'work after school hours-
63. Trip downtown for shopping

1
64. Trips with school groups to museums, etc.
65. Visit to out-of-town relatives

-66. Being with the family an_a vacation trip
67. Seeing someone off at a bus terminal, ra lway station or airport

, 68. Seeing or using traveler's checks
69. Observing commercial planes flying overhead

Membership of parents in an-automabile club

4 COMMUNICATION

71. Sending a letter Eo a friend
72. Sending off gift packages by mail
73. Maililg an important document
74. Having a letter returned because of poor' addressing
75. Paying "postage due" on a letter received
76. Buying a money order
77. Calling a friend on the telephone
78. Looking up a telephones number in th&direCtory
79. Making a long-distance call-to a brother in the armeii forces

80. Sending a"telegram

TRANSPORTATION
I

81. Using a moving van
82. Using self-carting devices, uch as U-Haul Agencyr

83. Having a trunk shipped by wa xprea'Agency
84. Buying an item from a catalog and having it shil5ped
85. Returningchousehold appliances to an out7of-town manufacturer for repair
86. Observing trucks used far local deliveries
87. Observing a long train of freight cars move at a set,hour each day
88. Seeing trailer trucks used in interstate shipments
89. Observing tugboats hauling freight barges
90. Observing steamboats in harbor
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KEEPING PERSONAL RECORDS

91. Keeping a-.school notebook separated into'sections

92.. Using the card catalog in the school or public library

93. Keeping a re9yireference listing of teleptone numbers

94. Keeping a record of,homeWork assignments .

95. Keepla$ a record of earnings (and deductions) for income tax purposes

96. Acti as treasurer for a club

97. Hunting for birth certificates, Social Security-cards, insprance

savings books, paid bills

98. Operating a checking adcount

99. Retaining cancelled checks
100. Keeping household records

2. MOTIVATING'LEARNItIG.THROUGH PROBLEM SITUATIONS*

The skillful teacher can utilize problem situations in every phase of the

lesson. Whether it's a question of creating a need for, learning an entire unit

or only one lesson within the unit or a question of presenting new information

or providing practice materials to reinforce the learning of the new topic, Ns"
problem situations are an effective means for realizing our instructional goals.

The foregoing generalization applies,to the entire area of general business;

it can truly be said that the4 degree to which the classroom teacher avails him-

self of pr9bIem situations is an index of the degree to1which he arouses and

maintains student interest.

How does the teacher who believes in the problem approach handle the evolution

of the work in his class? In the first place, he does not announce the topic of

the day. Instead, he presents a problem situation to his class as a springboard

for their disucssion that sets the stage for the work of the day.

$

For example, in introducing the unit on savings, some teachers announce,

"Today we are going to take up a topic that is very important to all of us---

that is, the question of saving." The adherent of the problem approach, on '

the other hand, does nothing of the sort; he believes that his insisting that

a topic is important does not register with,the class. After all, they consider

him a prejudiced witness to whom all topics in genefal business are important.

Instead, he starts the lesson with a very brief prbblem, such as the following:

"Your mother had a birthday last month and you wanted to buy her a present, but

unfortunately your expenses for the month were so high that you simply did not

have enough money left for the gift. How could you have spNred yourself the

embarrgsment and your mother the "disappointment?"

It needn't be Mother; a friend can be substituted, It needn't be aNirth-

day present; some other need for money can be substituted'. The main point to

be served by the problem used is the desirability of setting aside money sxstema-

tically well in advance of the date it will be needed, and any problem situation

with human interest that will make this need manifest will serve the purpoie Of

motivating the study of the new topic.

The topic of bank statement reconciliation can be brought closer to the

students by this simple problem situation:" our mother's checkbook shows a

balance of $214.27, yet the bank statement arrives, indicating a balance of

. r

*Reprinted Courtesy of Business Education 1Torld Magazine, Gregg/McGraw-Hi

November, 1961. ,



$318.50. Who is correct--Mother or the bank? "How big a check can Mother write
without having it bounce?" A lively discussion is sure to follow: Moreover,
when fortified with several addtional facts, the teacher can use` this very
problem for the preparation of. an actual--and meaningful--bank statement
reconciliation.

Illustrating Credit

The matter of credit can be brought close toetheetudent by the prdblem,
situation that is faced by a claismate'who.has lost his ltinch money: The
discussion that follows, if steered properly; will invatiably lead .to consider-.
ation--or better still, to application--of the_bases for extending credit. It
is a short step to transfer from the basis fOr.extending individual student
credit to the basis for extending crediti the business world. Under such
conditions, the "3 C's" of credit do not have to be'given to the students;
instead, they are deduced fro the discussion that follows.

Another problem situation that might be.employed in the teaching of'credit
is: "You are the owner of a small grocery store. One of your steady. customers
enters the store, makes her selection and, as she is about to pay,f6r her
purchase, discovers that her wallet has been stolen- from her_purse. ,She has no
other money with which to pay for her purchase. What would you 4o?'!,

In the ensuing discussion, the clAsg would be asking various questions of
the teacher--questions that would shed light on the advisability. of letting
the customer have the goods on the strength of a mere promise to pay at a
later date. In short, they would be going through the investigatory and decision-
making phases of the work of the credit department of a modern business establiSh-
ment. The wise teacher can easily point-out-to his' class that all the weighing,
and considering that they went through in connection with the dilemma of the
steady customer Who is,temporarily out of funds is illustrative of what a
business firm doe& when it is confronted with an application for credit.

,f'

The topic of insurance might be introduced with this problem situation:'- "Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Lorenz went out shopping. On their return, theywnoticed,fite
engines down the street. As they walked'a bit further, they discovered that
their home had burned down. What might Mr. Lorenz have done pO protect himself
against such a heavyebss?"

itkeThe meaning and .function of a postal t r registers far more effective
throUgh a problem situation than they do th ough thelectUre 'method. "You
'nailed a package two weeks ago to'Henry Smith, 123 Lincoln Drive, Chicago, but
the package never arrived. What can you do at this. point ?" The topic of the
postal tracer was purposely selected since it is,dbature and minute, but
sufficiently important to the student as a consumer to be worth treating- -

. and sufficiently important to leave a lasting inpreasion with the student when
presented psychologically.

(The study of the telephone can be motivated through the simple problem,
"You're downtown shopping and cannot get home in time for supper. What would
you do to prevent your family from woriiihg needlessly ?" Instead of telling
the class about person-to-person cal164 the teacher might present the problem
situation in which "You desire to contact your uncle in Chicago and do not
wish to waste the cost of the call. titia. would you do in order to make certain
that you reach him?"



For teaching the sending of money by telegram, this problem situation has
,been used with success: "Your brother is stranded out of town without funds. ,

How can you get money to him immediately ? ""

4
The use of the classified directory can be motivated b3 presenting this

problem: "A water pipe bursts at home and is in need of immediate repair.' How
would you locate a plumber?"

.4

l'o,,teach the use of traveler's checks,the following problem situation might
be employed: ''You are abOut to go away on a one -month trip. How much money
will you require?" The correctness of the answer is not so important as the .

thought that some acceptable medium of exchange is required. The answer will
interiably lead to,the posting of the problem, "You do not wish to carry large
sums of money. Since you are unknown at the hotel in the lace you will
be visiting), no one will cash your check. How will you be able.to manage
financially?"

Many Applications

Problem materials need not be confined to the introducing of a new topic.
They can be utilized most effectively in any other phase of the lesson. Drill
or practice materials are more meaningful when presented in terms of problem
situations. These brief problem situations fodus the 1parning goals before the
class: "Suppose you received a check with your name aspelled, what,ruld you
do?" "What would you do if you lost your paycheck?" "You are interested in
buying a hi-fi record player. How would you go about deciding which make to
get?" "You have an important document for mailing. How would you send it
with the utmost assurance that it will not get lost in the mail?"

Even the arithmetic practice that we believe students should have in the
general business class assumes meaningful proportions when presented by means of
the problem approach. Instead of askina the class for the cost of mailing 83
letters at 4 cents each, the teacher makes the work more palatable when he
Imp toys the problem approach in this manner: "You were elected secretary of
your junior high school's graduatingclass and are now faced ith the problet

of" sending out,a meeting notice. If there are 83 members in your group, how
much money will be required to send out the meeting notice?"

Problem situations can also serve as vehicles for effective summarization
at the end of the lesson. A limited number of examples will suffice.

At the close of the lesson on the purposes served by banks, one brief
question, "What would happen if all the banks of our tOwn were td shut down?"
presents the problem to the students so vividly that they cannot help but
point out in summary fashion the distinct value of banks to any community.

The various forms of credit can be elicited from the students and compared
through the use of the following problem situation: "YOur TV set is quite old;

repair bills havebeen high lately, and results do not seem to justify any
further investment in the set. You would therefore like to buy a new set,
but you simply do not have enough money to pay for it in cash. What courses
of acQon..gae open to you?" Having learned about credit, students are now
in a position to compare the merits of buying on a charge account, buying on
the installment plan, borrowing the money from a bank and buying the set for
cash, and the several other methods that are possible.
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)By way of'summary of insurance,:the teacher can..Rose this problem to the
class: "Henry Jones and his wife, Mary, are in their late twenties, have two
children, and own their home and automobile. What insurance program would you
recoMmend to them?" Of course, the teacher should be ready.ta supply additional
information concerning the family income and financial Obligations_as these are

s requested by the students.

Instruction in savings and invettments can be followed with a problem
situation along the following lines: ' "Assume that a cousin of yours_is married
and in his early twenties. By, carefpl management,"The has saved. $2,500. In
what way might he invest this money?" The teacher can then vary the question
by increasing the amount available for investment. .

Comparison of yArious modes of travel can result from such a problem
situation as: "Your'family is planning to go off on a month's vacation next

,

summer. What modes of travel might they use? Under what circumstances would
each method be used?"

Insofar as possible, the problems presented should deal with named rather
than nameless people and should refer to the local scene rather than nowhere.
or some distant place--unless the remote place is needed to provide a touch of
realism to the problem.

3. CONDUCTING DISCUSSIONS*

Group discuisions in the general business class are effective because they
provide opportunities for the students for self-expression, sharing, reasoning,

*persuading and weighing of alternatives. Group discussion-is, in,effect,
democracy in action; every point of view is heard, even that of.the minority,
and is given an opportunity to confront other points of view and,'at times,
prevail over them.

. Here are a number of p4nters that will guide the teacher in his conduct
of the discusOon period.

Draw on student experiences. This is one of the most effective ways of
keeping the discussion on the students' level of interest. The more the
students identify themselves with the work at hand, the more they share in
the discussion of a problem and the more effective the solution will be.

Get the students to speak. We can hardly call it a discussion when the
teacher does all the talking. Getting the students to speak may be difficult,
but that's no excuse for not trying to obtain student participation. A mono-
logue by the teacher will not result in the give and take of two-way communi-
cation nor in intercommunication within the group, Which is the basis for the
crystallization of a group point of view.

Get all the students into the act. This is probably the most difficult
aspect of the conduct of discussions, Students who are shy, retiring and
withdrawn manage to shrink back quietly--often-unnoticed--while their more
outgoing classmates hold forth. The have something to offer, though, and
shodld be encouraged to participate. It is necessary to draw them casually
or subtly into the discussion, not"only for the contribution they1May offer
to the group, but also for their own personality growth.

* Reprinted Courtesy of Business.Education World Magazine,'Gregg/McGraw-Hill,
December, 1961.
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Do not allow a small minority to monopolize the floor. In every group there

are some,Fho consume an unwarranted portion of the time expounding their views;

in a class period this type of behavior is particularly dangerous since time is

limited and excessive discussion by a few students means the crowding out of

the ideas of many other students and a failure to develop the communication

potential of these others. The time waster can be called to a halt with the

comment, "Very good, Henry; now let us hear What Joe has to say."

Get all points of view presented. Inject, by way of question, a oint of

view that may be overlooked. The teacher who has perfected his condu of

ditcussions is quick to notice, by their facial expressions, students th

points of view that differ from thoSe being presented; he readily draws ese

-students into the give and take of group discussion.

Have students stick to the question or topic being discussed. The mark

,..of the trained speaker or intelligent conversationalist is that he adheres to

'tire question being discussed; his remarks are not disgressive or desultory.

The ability to discuss without rambling or wandering from point to point is

to be developed in young people - -and the proper conduct of the discussion

period will provide training in sticking to the point.

Get students to respect differing points of view. Students should learn,

that various points of view are to be reckondd with.' Moreover, they are to

treat each other civilly; the comment to a ssenter, "Oh, you're dumb!" or

"You/re crazy," is uncalled for; it is.undi ified and undemocratic. Students

must learn to engage in discussions in a dign ied manner; they should be

trained to deal with each other on a rational basis and not to have recourse

to emotional outbursts.

Avoid protracted discussions.. Interesting' though it may be, any discussion

that is protraoeed consumes so much time that some of the work is not covered

and student learning suffers.

Give the class an opportunity to arrive at a decision at the close of the

discussion. Failure to do so leaves everthing in mid-air. The skillful

teacher helps the class. in arriving at consensus in those areas where there

iS agreement, in resolving the points of difference where possibje and in

recognizing points of departure for individual reactions.

Guide the discussion, but do not dominate it. This is probably the most

important point the teacher should tear in mind if he wishes to obtain maximum

group participation that is-productive of maximum social interaction, which, '

of.tt turn, yields maximum student development. This requires training, patience

and self-control, since truly significant results are not attainable overnight.

Using Discussion Questions

Not every question is a discussion question; nor does the word, "discuss,"

necessarily Introduce a discussion question. For example, the role of banks in

our economy, "will not bring about the desired resvonse. "What would happen

if all our banks closed down?" however, will evoke'a significant discussion.

.1;
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The former version is too bookish; the manner in which it is presented
makes it too remote from student experience. The latter version is functional;

it is related to the students. In discussing what would happen if all the
banks closed, the students see 'Boldly the services.rendered by banks together
with implications for our economy.

Let us take another example. "List the four or three, or seven) functions
of a savings bank" is the type of question frequently asked, yet the question
is of no consequence since it calls for a meaningless cataloging of facts that

'appear insignificant.

Instead, "What does the savings bank do with all the money it receives
from the public?" poses an interesting problem to the class. Invariably, the

first response is, "They put it away in huge safes." This gives the teacher
the opportunity to ask, "Then how much does the bank charge us for putting away
our money in huge safes and watching it for us?" This sets the students
thinking and they reply, "The bank doesn't charge us anything; in fact, it pays
us interest on the money we leave with it." This is exactly what the teacher
wishes to hear, and he follows up with'the question, "Then why should the bank
pay us for watching our money?" In the lively discussion that ensues, the
students indicate the various activities of or services rendered by the savings
.bank; moreover, they indicate all of this in a functional, practical setting.

One further illustration should serve to drive home the point that while
the content or coverage of a traditional question may not differ from that of
a discussion question, its, phrasing and point of emphasis certainly do.

All will agree that the requisites of good personality constitute an
important area of study and that questioning along these lines is very much
in place. Very few realize, however, that instruction in this area can often
assume the aspects of sermonizing and that questioning in this area can be
trite. Although it can be productive of the so-called "proper" answer,. it
will be one that represents mere lip service without 'any.change.in behavior
or attitude. That is the very reaction that theoquestion; "What are the

.requisites of good personality?" will evoke. And converting the question into,
"Discuss the requisites of good personality (or good character)" will not be

any improvement,

"Which personality trait do you consider the most important?" is_a some-

, what better phrasing; it will bring about a modicum of discussion. But better

still is the question, "What people rub you the wron* way?" The question,

.startling because it is personal, immediately starts a train of. thought in

the students. The teacher should make it clear early in the discussion that
no names are to be used, that all that is-wanted is'a descriptive of certain
qualities or traits. that causein unfavorable impression.

A question of this type will evoke vigorous responses from the members

of the class; even the most inarticulaM will make his contribution to the

discussion. The skillful teacher will carefully elicit key words here and
there from the discussion and write them on the chalkboard for all to see.
It is a very short and simple step to obtain a summary from the students,' "Then
what traits do we find Objectionable in others?" And it is a shorter step to,
"Suppose we ourselves were to possess these traits, hqw would people feel about

us?" This in turn would be followed .by the question, "Therefore, what traits
or qualities do you feel.we should possess in order to'be liked by people ?"
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4. DIRECTING PROJECTS*

Essentially, the idea of project teaching stemd from a philosophy of
education that subscribes to the principle that many interrelated learnings
result from the students' engaging in a purposeful activity. In its earlier

connotation, the project was intended to integrate learnings'from seVeral

subject areas.

-For example, the class may decide to run a bazaar for the locallRed

i
Cross chapter or for the local hospital. Students discuss when and here to

hold it; this brings into play democratic procedures. Questions tha invari-

ably arise are: "Who will head the bazaar?" "How much of an admission fee

should be charged?" Now will merchandise be obtained. for the bazaa ?"

"What merchandise will sell?"

41
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Much discussio ensues, during which students share experiences and
exchange arguments--intelligently rather than heatedly.' Various subject

areas are called into play. The letters to be sent out provide prac ice in
English and typewriting; the floor plan to be drawn up for the varid s dis-
plays calls for the application of principles of art design; the booths to
be provided call for the use of arithmetic in the determination of te
4uantity of lumber and other supplies needed--and in computing their6Cost.

The purchase of the materials and-the preparation of the posters/
circulars and newspaper releases provide learning situations in budgeting,
wise buying, banking, communications and the keeping of records in a

functional situation. In addition, various students. are afforded. the .

opportunity to explore their special interests and to express themselves in
terms of their special talents; much learning and growth go on purposefully

in a meaningful setting.

. The actual conduct of the project provides a stage for the development
of personality, places the students in situations that call for the exercisP
of proper ethical conduct and provides them with an opportunity to be of

service to others. In addition to the planning of significant activity,
students participate actively in the realization.of the-plan.' Therget the
opportunity to work with others of,differing backgrounds toward thereaIiza-
tion of common goal. In the unfolding of the project, they see vArious

parts of a rger job as contributing toward the unified whole.
J

The teacher is present but serves solely as consultant, as exRediter,
all,ideas emanate from the students and are executed by them. In his type

of setting, students truly develop the qualities of leadership, teamwork,

resourcefulness, respect for others and the ability to see a job through to

satisfactory conclusion.

The project described is a faiVly extensive one. Not all projects need

be that Pervasive; there are many purposeful activities that can bje engaged

in and thatlre confined largely to the subject matter of general business.

A number of'these will be described.

* Reprinted Courtesy of Business Education World Magazine, GregeMCGraw-Hill,
January, 1962.
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In connection with the Banking unit, the 'general business students can
run the checking account for the school cafeteria or for the.school store.
In this project, students would perform all duties incidental to the banking
of"the cash. They would handle the bank deposits, including the wrapping
of the money and preparation of the deposit slip; they would keep the check-
book and reconcile the bank statement. A project of this kind, provides a
wealth of economic understanding in addition to ideal practice.on the many
skills connected With the unit under study,

ALL the above - -or any segment of it--can be utilized for class activity, .

committee concentration or individual exploration.

In connection with Budgeting, most teachers have been having students
keep a personal budget for a week. Very few, however, have had their students
keep time budgets, little realizing that the principles of budgeting are
equally applicable to the wise ttiliziplon of, time. Still fewer teachers
have had their classes utilize budgeting principles in the preparation of a
budget for the baseball team, or in planning a class panty or a class trip.

In the study of Wise Buying, the preparation of a Comparison Shopp*'s
Report provides much practice in elementary research of a practical natdre.
This type of activity lends itself admirably to an individual .project in
which the student selects a product of particular interest or appeal to him,
explores the question of what to look for in the purchase of the particular
article, prepares a checklist that incorporates the various buying points;
examines specific brands and evaluates them in his r port. A project of thisr

kind affords the student much practice in reading a tisements, examining
and interpreting labels and making decisions in an o ctive manner.

The preparation of a Buyer's Guide can be a natural outgrowth of the
research on individual nnsiFcr goods. A project of this kind would call for
the pooling of individual ghdings and editing by a committee.

In the unit on Credit, a study suggested by the title "Comparing the
Cost of Credit" would call into play an examination and comparison of the
various loan services that are available to the consumer, It would indicate
the various credit facilities and would show in simple terms the total cost
of an article bought under each of the credit plans that can be put in opera-
tion.

"Rewriting the Installment Contract" might prove of interest to a num-
ber of students; it certainly should appeal to those with'a superior linguis-
tic background. The participants ina project of this kind would have a
splendid opportunity for creative expression; the rest of-the class would
have before them an installment contract that was rewritten in an .intelligible
manner.

The philosophy behind InsuLauce, as
meaningful through the organization of a
indemnify students for the.loss of their
that parallels on a small scale what the
scale.
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The extensiveness of insurance coverage that is possible can be appre-
ciated through the project, ,"A Gallery of Prominent People and the ]assurance
oe)? Should Carry." The students would compile a list of people who are
utstanding in various walks of life and would indicate for each the type'of

insurance that is peculiarly suitable to his calling or professions For

example, Jasqf Heifetz would insure his violin and his hands; Frankie,
Avalon, his voice; Ray Bolger, his legs; Elizabeth Taylor, her face;,andf
Jimmy Durante, his nose.

In the study of Savings, the students might operate the School Savings
Bank--or organiie one, if none exists at the 'school. A project of this kind

gives the students an opportunity to open 'a savings account,.to'make deposits
regularly-4-as a matter of habit--and to make withdrawals as the need arises.
Saving with a purpose anc for a purpose is still a wprthy objective of thrift,
education.

Where a project of this kind is not 'feasible, the teaches' can be instru-
mental in'having the individual students open their own havings accounts at a

..mutual savings bank and watch the money grow. . /

Try an Investment

Insofar as the unit'on Investing is concerned, -the making of an
imaginary investment in the'stotk market, following the security's activity
in the daily reports of stock market tran§actiont and culling the daily
financial pages for news items concerning the'corporation in which the
student has "invested"--all these are effective means for getting him to
studi;'the stock market over a sustained.period of time. -

$etter.srill is the actual purchase Qf one share _of stock by the class
as a whole. The decision teirIest can be the ioutgrowth-of the study of
:corporate organization or of the unit on Investing. The decision is followed

by a discussion of how to invest. This in turn leads .various students to

d investigate different securities, to eiplorg' the history pf the enterprises
,issuing these securities, to compare the respective yields of the sever
stocks,Ito predict the future demand for the products marketed by the fe
corporations being analyzed.

Students also explore the question of growth stocks vs. income stocks--
a very real qUestion ttpis,faced by, adult investors, yet one that can be
dealt with by the general business students at their own level of under-
standing. :Students sine the Share of stock when it,arrives and feel that
they have a stake in American industry; they begin toYead.the financial
pages idly and exchange financial new among themselves'in the,sane
casual but inyrepted_manner in which they discuss the performance of their.
favorite'ball team:in theImost recent game. The announcement of a stock;
holder's meeting arrives, as dOeS a dividend check, and students discuss
whether they should hold the stock or sell it and buy .some other stock. In

short, they are pursuing on,a miniature, but very real, scale what the aver-
vge investor does on a full scale.

.

. v

In the Communications unit,, students operate the school switchboard:
This type of activity is best carried on by means of a schedule of rotation

that assures coverage of the switchboard for the entire school year. The

. ao
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intricacies of the switchboard as well as the rules of telephone courtesy are
'thus learnedithrough practice rather than talked about.

f..

In the uniton Travel, students can plan a This can be an dnd vidual
or a group project that calls into play the compariSpniof routes, accomoda ions,_
co veniences and costs of the various means of travel. An ideal trip--for, r-

ses of educational experience -- would' be' one. that combines all modes of tt vel.

Correspondence by students with various agencies And the preparation, of iti r-

&ries should enrich the project to a considerable degree.

The unit on Keeping Records can be vitalized through the development of 'a
Club Recordkeeping System. T3,is type of project provides meaningful experience
In systematic entry,work and simple accounting for funds received. -

Another siinificant project--one that will be of great help to the teacher .

andthat will/expedite the work with future students--is bringing the objective
materials file up to date. It is both a form of housekeeping and a form of
review. All too frequently, a teacher's efficiency is impaired by an accumulation
of "materials to be filed."

out

the more the file grows, the more frustrating is '

the attempt to bring order out of chaos. Cbnsequently, a specific project
devoted to getting our house in order at a stated time each year helps provide t
teacher 14ith files in which all materials are accessible.

An iveresting project that has much guidance value is the Career Booklet.
In a project)of this kind, each student or committee treats one individual
ing,lAndicating the reasons for one's possible interest in the field, tinancibl
and other i'wards to look forward to, diffiCulties to be faced in the chosen
career and the opportunities for advancement.

al addition, mention might be made of several projects that ate worthy, of,

--.711
exploration because they cut across several topics. These are activity units
along the following li r "Buying Your Firs; Car," "Owning Your Own Home,"

13
and "Taking a Trip." of these activities calls into play a number of content
items that usually subsumed under several topics. These activities can
'therefore rightfully be called integrating unitaI ;

For example, in :II
Buying Your First Car," subject matter is drawn from the

areas of buying, credit, 140king, insurance and keeping records. In the unit
"Owning Your Own Home," fMr subject-matter areas already enumerated are utilized,
and in addition we have budgeting, investment, savings and taxation. In the

...
"/Taking a Trip" activity, the following areas are called into play: travel,
banking, buying, budgeting,.savings, communications, credit., insurance and record-
keeping. '

.

The subject matter in any one integioating_unit need not overlap or duplicate
that which appears in the others. Creative imagination.and judicious direction .

can make one activity unit supplement the otherg with the thought that knowledge
will evolve spirally from one stage ort level to another.

.
Not to be overlooked is thee.enthusiasm that is engendered in the students

when they are at w4k on projects. Such enthusiasm,enlivens the classroom and
heightens class md le far above the pedestrian level that characterizes the

;class that plods tough the time-worn paces of the traditional class recitation
Period. ,

. .
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5. PREPARING POSTERS*

Posters can help in realizing the objectives of an educational program.
They can be used to create a pleasant, attractive atmosphere in which to work.

There are many Varieties of posters. Some will have appeal for a few days,
some for the duration of a unit, while others may have long-term appeal and be
usefuk for a month or two. There is no hard and fast rule as to the length
of time a poster should he on display. ItS value to the class should be the
determining factor. As long as a poster is pertinent to the work being done,

-it should remain up. 1:

Criteria for Poster's?: Any poster used in the classroom should arouse
interest in order to delver its message. The message should be brief and
serve to reinforce learning. Your poster should be aimed at the students and
related to their work and should make a point without being ponderous.

Materials. White or colored poster paper, 30 ithes by 24 inches, together
with a felt tip marking pen, is'all that is required. For a wider range of
effects, water. colors or India ink may be used. The marking pen is the.easiest
and safest to use as there is no chance of stilling or smearing.

Using pictures cut froth magazines can reduce the amount of drawing necessary;
In addition, colored paper can be used as the background and finished with a
border of colored masking tape. The result is a professional-looking job on a
minimum of artistic ability;

4
i.

.
, .

Doing an Artistic Job. With a little careful planning your poster can have I,

a polished look; Plan;both are idea and how you intend to have the poster look
before you begin work: A'rough sketch, giving both layout and spacing, will. t

avoid mistakes durin the execution of the poster.
C

Keep the lettering in proportion to the Size of the poster and don't try
to Squeeze in too many words. A few wordS have more impact.

.. c ,

(

The body of the poster should be balanced, lettered iRM-uniform style,
uncluttered and neat. If yoU use Colors on,your poster, make sure that they
harmonize. Colors that clash can make even the best of posters unpleasant to

'-....
....-

..
look at. ,,i,...

. :,

Classroom tips. The 'teacher Should not overlook the opportunity for studen
participation in the planning and preparation of posters. Ouch a creative
effort by the student should be encouraged and recognised. It is an effective,
way to have the students share the learning experience and to have them make

a' tangible contribution. This can be done on an individual or class basis.

The pasibillties for subjects of posters are endless.and_depend only.on
the imagination of the teacher and the class. The addition of a few posters to

a room and canunit under stud; C be a welcome change of pace. 'N
)

* Reprinted Courtesy of Business Education World Magazine,, Gregg/McGraw-Hill,

February, 1962. 2. 0 CL,
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POSSIBLE POSTER IOPICS

You and Business Life

4

1. From producer to consumer. PicturesshoWing the different stagesin
the production and distribution of goods.

2. Forms of businegt enterprise. A chart shoving the various types of
-bdtiness organization..

3. The American,standard of living. The factors that have served to raise
our standard of living.:

4. Basic Business Activities. An overview of activities in the business world

-Banking'

IL5. If the banks closed down! A description, of the needs of the community
that would not be met, . .

Forms used in banking. A display, in sequence, of banking forms and
their purposes.

7. Travels of a check. The life histoiy of a check from the'time it leaves
the. checkbook until it arrives in the cancelled,check file.

8. Types of checks. A series of checks, each different, yet all alike.

Buying Wisely
a

9. Labels tell the story:. A display of labels with key words undersCored
or encircled.

10.1 B3ctheir trade names ye shall, know them. A collection of trademarks
to illustrate how common they are.

11. Protecting the consumer. A presentation of governmental and independent
agenciWand the service they render' the consumer.

12. The wise consumer. The picture story of sound buying habits.

Budgeting

13- How to budget. Basic
14. My.budget. A typical
15. These budget--Do you?

school organization budgets.
16. 'Would you rather be?

the haphazard buyer. ,

guides in tfie preparation of a budget.
teen-ager's budget. .

Illustrations of companies, government, and

Parallel illustrations of the happy budgeteer and

17. Getting a loan. How and where a consumer can get-a loan.

).
an748. Instruments o Credit. Several forms accompanied by brief descriptions

of the purpose of each ne. .
.

19. Your charge acdbunt. A montage of charge actount_forms.
20. The joys and sotrows of an Installnent buyer. Several pointed cartoons
21, What we insure against. Piitures or drawings of hazards covered by

:insurance. .
.... .

. ---si .

t
andWho is the best'risk? Hots a,risk is judged and the types of jobs that-Ican and cannot be insured.

, ',

23. Protection'agayist risk. How insurance works to protect the insured.
24. Types of policies. A montage featuring several types of policiet and

stressing the key words of each. e ..,
p
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Savings 04

. 25. How money grows. A table of periodic savings with interest added.

26. , Forms used in savings. The pass book, farms and othei savings bank

material.

27. ',.Savings make a difference. Two drawings showing the contrast, "Joe

purchases a watch" but "Henry watches the purchase."
7

28. Savings banks put. your money to work for you. A pie chart showing how

savings -bank funds are inyested.

Investing

29. Your share in American Industry. A collection of forma having to do

with stock ownership. -

30. Owning your own home. The joys and sorrows of home ownership, in

pictures.
31. What to look for in investment, What makes a good investment.

32. The ways to invest. The methods of investment and how we put money to

work. ^

Communication

33. Communication through the ages. A pictorial survey. 4

34. Letter for mailing. Diagrams of how to fold a business letter for

mailing.
35., Using the telephone properly. A series'of pointers on good telephone

manners.
36. Communicate with your neighbors. The methods that people use to

communicate with each other, from bongos to tom-toms, including radio,

television, magazines and newspapers.

V: From wheels to wings. An illustrated history of travel.

38. How to get there. The means of travel betweeti places? showing the

time and cost by each method.

39. Time variations. Showing the east-to-west movement of time zones.

Four painted clock faces set for each_of the four time zones would be helpful.

40. To enjoy your trip. Pointers to assure comfort and peace of mind While

raveling.

Transportation

41. Bringing the world to your door. The familiar produCts from around the

world and how they have been brought to this country.

42. Shipping goods. Showing the many ways in which goods are shipped.

43. When shipping goods. How to protect what you 'ship from damage in

transit.

44. Freight in the world of tomorrow.

Keeping Useful Information
4

45. Information wanted? An illustration of a referenge shelf.
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46.

sit 4i.

48.

Guidance

. or

Files-files-files. What files are, and how they are kept.
How to file. Some simple rules of filing.

-

A system saves, time. The advantage of being organized.

49. Eyes on office employment. The opportunities open in business office
employment.

50. What employers look r. An interview rating sheet.
51. Wanted. A want ad Lora a newspaper stressing the things that employers

are looking for in an employee.
52. Your stairway to success. Illustrate the steps to success in business.

Character, education, appearance%are a few suggestions for the steps.

6. MAKING USE OF DRAMATIC ACTIVITIES*

$

Much student interest in general business can be generated through dramatic
activities. Students simply love to act. The inspiring teacher can get them to
give vent to dramatic impulse either to illustrate a point or to portray a
behavior situation.

Dramatic activity'used.to illustrate a point is a form of audio-visual aid
in which veral students through their actions present some business procedure,
such as p g a checking account, negotiating a loan or applying for a job.
Such a ting is a substitute for mere verbal descriptions of at is done in the
busine s canou9ity.

Dramatic activity that portrays a behavior situation is essentially an
application of the projection technique, in which students assume certain roles,
immerse themselves in the roles and by their actions indicate the. degree to
which they understand the people they are portraying. Th* manner in which they
do so tends to show them social biases (in the broad sense of the term):

The truly effective dramatic activities are those that are student planned
and student interpreted. Tir teacher who recognizes this basic truth will be
rewarded with a rfch experience; the one who overlooks it will find that the
student response is very poor.

Since the dramatic activities that can be carried on vary considerably, no
uniform method of handling this technique can be presented. A certain basic
approach can, however, be outlined.

First, and foremost, the
dramatic activities requires
restraint that characterizes
period. .Second, and no tess
done.

teacher should recognize that the_conduct of
an atmosphere of its own, one that is free from the
the traditional teacher-dominated class recitation
important, dramatic activities should not.be over-

Some dramatic activities are spontaneous and unrehearsed; others, although
ghey are spontaneous, are discussed by the participants before presentation; still-
others call for a careful writing of the-script and a rehearsal by the cast.

* Reprinted Courtesy of Business Education World Magazine, Gregg/McGraw-Hill,
J4arch, 1961.
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Some of these dramatizations are intended.to be presented before a topic
is taken up; Viers during the course of the development of the topic; still
others, as culminating activities after the class has dealt, with the topic.

Such activity cannot be.engaged in desultorily; careful preparation is
necessary. Yet the planning that is called for differs markedly from the plan-
nihg that is identified With the usual lesson preparation. Teadher planning
here involves exploration in depth, a searching inquiry into the situations
that lend themselves to dramatic activities.

At best, a rough, sketchy outline of the plot is all that the teacher
should suggest; the rest is up to the students--even the matter of modifying the
plot beyond the teacher's recognition. After all, no teacher who is appreciative
of t4he value of the creative impulse in the development of young people will want
to stifle their expression.'

In some cases, a student ttee might compose the skit, which will
reflect research and discussion on their part. On the other hand, many of the
dramatizations will be presented as improvised interpretive offOrings on the
basis of student knowledge and understanding of the processes and procedures
encompassed by the unit of work.

Even though the committee selects the students who are to do the acting,
the teacher may, in the role of consultant, offer suggestions that arise from
a desire to draw various %/lies of personalities into the work. The alert
teacher will not overlook opportunities to challenge the bright, engage the
outgoing, help.the slow and attract the withdrawn. Moreover, youngster4 wfio
are hyperactive can be led to expend their energies in worthwhile activity
before they begin acting up in the classroom.

Role playing calls for the actor's understanding of the mindset o the
person who is being portrayed rather than a memorization of specificfac s. The
actor's manner, words and sctions.will invariably reflect the degree to hick
he can put himself in another's 'shoes.

When the dramatic presentation is based on a skit written by a committee,
each actor should be provided with a copy of the entire playlet, s that he can
preview it and understand the entire play before he begins learnin his lines.
A rehearsal in a corner of the room might be appropriate. Memorize on is
hardly necessary; it is rarely worth the effftt. A rendition of the dens in
thstactor's own words or a reading of the lines will serve the same pu ose and

4.40mwel1 spare the students the drudgery of memorization. Moreover, the sp rit of
the script is the important thing. Students should feel free to depart ram,

the script and improvise--in fact, when they do so they are often at their best.

Dramatizations night be followed.by having the students engage in a question
period or a discussion about the faithfulness of the portrayalaof the verlAng.,
rules. A brief descrip-tion by committee members of some of the difficul4es
they had to iron out will add an interesting touch-and will contribute toward
establishing a greater degree of rapport within the class. In addition,- a word
of judicious praise.from the teacher will give recognition to the students
involved and will lay the groundwork for similar future participation.

LIR
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-Banking

1. Bartering Your Way ThroWlife. Students act out.various situations
in which they effect exchanges And run into the difficulties that are peculiar
to barter-as a medium of exchange.

2. Opening a,Checking Account. A bank offiFial is approached by a person
who knows nothing about checks. The answers to-ithe questions posed by the

.

interviewer, result in his, opening a checking account and filling out the various
forms. Several other people appear, each with questions pe liar is needs
and 'bearing on the type of checking account he is about, to ope . 1

3. Cashing a Check at the Bank. Several people attempt to cash a check.,.
The person Who is known at the bank has very little difficulty; the stranger is
asked all kinds of questions and is required to identify himself.

4. Stopping Payment on a Check. A troubled depositor approaches the bank
manager with his problem: He has lost a check th wrote the day before.drhs\
The bank official helps him out of his predicament. -

5. Set n Up a Clearing House. A number of students act as bank
messengers de ring checks to banks on which they were drawn. One of the
messengers hits on the idea of having all messengers meet at °redesignated
spot, 'such as a centrally located cafeteria, and interchanging the bundles of
checks at this one location.

6. Auntie Mame's Adventures with a Checking Account. This type of
dramatization lehds itself to ophlimorous touches, depending on the creativeness
of the students. In it can b'e portrayed the experiences of the careless person`,.

who issues checks indiscriminately andorgets to enter some of them in
her checkbook--with repercussions*that vary with the ingenuity of the members
of the student committee writing, the skit.-'

Buying Wisely

7. Planning the Family Budget. Members of the family enter into a dis
cussion as to how the family income should be apportioned--a combiriation of
business procedures and democracy in action:. s

8. A Fool and His Money Are Soon- Parted. Aradio skit.ln which a recent
graduate falls for all kinds of sales pitches the day he gets his first paycheck
and finds himself'without funds for the rest of the week.

9. To Buy or Not to Buy That TV Set. A family discussion, with Mother
favoring the repair of'the old TV set'and Father maintaining that it's cheaper
to byre new one. A friend comes along and summarizes for them 'the advantages
and disadvantages of each course-oraction. The play offers no solution to the
problem, but the class is asked to do the deciding in the light of the facts
presented.

10. 'Making Change. A demonstration of the proper, procedure -for making change.
11. Buying a Transistor Radio at a Sale. A real bargain turns out to be a

bad buy--no returns or refunds allowed.,,

12.WiseBuymanship.Ascril)tamtdealswith,the buying habits of Mr.
Gullible and Mr. Careful.

Credit .

-13. An_Embarrassing §ituation. A regular customer selects her,articles-of
food "at grocerti andfs about to pay for her purchase when she discovers
that her wallet is gone. The storekeeper is forced into a situation where he
is rect4red to mdki a decision as to-whether the customer may take home her
contemplated purchase or whether the goods should be returned to the shelves.
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14. Shall We Open a Charge Account? A Family discu sion on the question,

with various differing ,points of view aired and a decision arrived at.

15. ppening's ChAtge Account. An enactment of the nterview with the

Credit Department!, Some of the questions asked lead to the retort, "Why do

you have )o ask such personal questions?" The answers give the audience an

insightrinto our credit structure.
16. "No Cash Required." The lure of "no cash required". is explored by a

customer who discovers that invariably the credit rice is considerably above

the cash price. 1

17. Applying for Loan. Enactment of ant nterview at a personal loan

company.
18. Mr. Gullible Buys-Everything--on the Installment Plan. A happy-go-

lucky consumer who is seen buying,ekrerything in sight--at$10 down, $5 a week- -

is suddenly converted into a not-so-happy Person when one item after another is

repossessed because he cannot meet his weekly payments.

Insurance .

,

.

19. A Difficult Prospect. An insurance agent is confronted by a prospect

who voices all kinds of objections to taking out a life insurance policy.

20. What Insurance Coverage? Members of ,a family who are about to purchase

ashouse discuss the kind of insurance they should carry in the light of the

various risks they face.
_

21. Taking Out an Insurance Policy. specific questions being asked of

the agent or broker, answer d to the applicant's satisfaction; also, the

visSi:)nquestions asked by the i r ce salesman at the appropriate turn of events.

22. Selling a Child's Education Policy. The usual resistance to insurance

demonstrated in the father's reaction to various selling points advanced by the

- life insurance agent. r

23. I Want to Know. Various types of people ask thkinsurance agent about

policies that meet their requirements.
-24. Shall We Cancel the Policy? A role-playing situation in which members"-,

8f,lie family.discuss whether the insurance policy should be dropped because of

adverse conditions at home.

Savings and Investments

25. Mariana. A thoughtless, indifferent person agrees that savinz is,a

wonderful thing, but he keeps postponing the opening of a savings, account to the

tomorrow that never comes. In the meantime, various friends who did save are

able to enjoy the fruits of their savings while he is struggling through life.

26. Opening a Savings Account. Going through the various phases of opening

an account at a savings bank, including the answering of questions put'to the

applicant by the bank teller and the filling out of specimen forms.

27. How Dad Got the Money to Buy Our Home. family round-table discussion

z4,.$ that encompasses sayings, mortgages and -- invariably -- questions concerningupkeep.

28. How Shall We Invest Our Surplus Funds? A family discussiodin Plich

various members argue about savings banks, savings and loan associations, stocks'

and mutual funds as the most desirable type of investment.

29. Right from the Horse's, Mouth! An investor gets a "hot tip" on a

"sure thing" and'invests his money without investigating.

30. Shall We Rent or Buy a Home? Students project themselves into a family

. discussion on the important questions that should precede the purchase of a home.
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Communication

31. If Letters'Could. Speak! A playlet in which pieces of mail complain
about their sad plight because of carelessness on thei part or their senders.

32. The Family That Discontinued Its Telephone Service. The telephone
proved mqvt annoying, so Father had it removed; then everyone missed it.

33: Telephone Courtesy. Different do's and don'ts are acted out.
34. I Can't Ever Get to That Phone! A parent complains about the teen-ager

who monopolizes the phone--and a solution is worked out to the satisfaction of all
members of the family.

.35. Placing a Long-Distance Phone Call. The handling of the call is enacted.
(It should be noted that, with the application of the direct-dialing system to
most parts of the country, this type of dramatization is fast becoming obsolete.)

_36. Find It in the Yellow Pages. A skit that drives home the point that
the Yellow Pages (or Classified Directory) is the best current reference work
for help in locating any type of business establishment. It can be made humorous
by one who has a flair for such treatment.

Travel and Transportation

37. How Shall We Spend Our Vacation? Members of the family discuss vacation,
plans and agree on their itinerary.

38. A Travel Agent Meets the Family. Various members of the family obtain
answers to their questions concerning their projected trip and engage in a
discussion of the pros and cons of the possible modes of travel.

39. Comparing Costs of Travel. Each of several students represents a
different mode of travel and furnishes information to those who inquire about
his medium.

40. A Travel Agency Furnishes Information. Several information clerks
answer questions by prospective travelers concerning accomodations and services.

41.. Renting a Car. Students act out the rental of a car in a city in some
other part of the country, asking the appropriate questions and filling out the
necessary forms.

42. Wrap Properly. A boy arrives at the post office with a package. The
parcel is rejected by the post-office clerk because it is improperly wrapped. A
discussion between the post-office clerk and the boy deals with the reasons for
the requirement concerning proper wrapping.

7. TELLING STORIES*

A good anecdote is an effective way to hold an audience. For a teacher, a
good story is an interest-arouser and, if it is well selected, can drive home
a point and provide the students with an added peg on which they could hang their
new knowledge.

Many.Lypes of stories can be igjected into the work of the General Business
class, ranging from anecdotes concerningprominent individuals to personal
experiences of the teacher. Whether the stories are real or fictitious;
humorous or sad, goOd stories have common characteristics:

They relate to the work. If they do not, they will divert attention from .

the material to be covered and waste time.

* Reprinted Courtesy of Business Education World Magazine, Gregg/McGraw-Hill,
April, 1962.
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They t llaw naturally. A story should not be forced, not should it require

s an elaborate introduction.

They are brief, since classroom time is scarce.

Their pertinencedshould be obvious so that the students are able to draw

the,necessary conclusions on their own, without requiring explanation from

either-teacher or classmates.

They not preachy. Each story should contain a message, but the message

shouldi e subtle.

When t se standards re met, we will have an.audience that is interested

in the work and is receptiv to learning. The story itself is an inforial way.

for the "stu ents to learn some of the course material.

Sample Stores

- A numb'T of stories are presented as being indicative of one of the ways

in which thg instructional program in General Business can be made more lively.
a 4

Relating a personal experience that proved embarrassing is always certain

f
storyto arouse i -erest. A case in point is the sto told by a former student in

one of my c-brses.
-

"Whilefworking as a bookkeeper, I was asked by my employer, 'how much is

my bank balhnce?' I turned to the check book and replied, '$350.' "

"Shortly afterwards, I went to lunch. When I returned, there were three

detectives waiting for me. They todk me to the police station and questioned

plp about what I had done with my employer's $1,200. I protested, but the

questioning -continued until one of the detectives came out with the question,

':You yourself admitted to your boss this morning that the balance is $350. . .

You are the only one who handles the firm's money . .look at this!' He handed

we a copy of the bank statement that had arrived while I was out to lunch and,

according to it, my employer's balanmwas $1,550. Then he asked triumphantly;

'What did you do with the $1,200?" /

"I had to do .a good deal of explaining. In fact, it was more than explain-

ing to prove-that you can't go by a bank statement. My innocence was establish-

ed; my bossapologized and never made a similar accusation again."

This personalized account, supplemented by several thought-provoking
ciiestions, serve as an effective motivating device for the teaching of the

Aank reconciliation statement.

Anotheristory that may be of interest is told by an accountant about a client

of his whose. entire batch of forty checks bounced. "Why did the bookkeeper

issue the checks if there wasn't'enou0 money in the bank?" I asked.

"The accountant replied, "Theie was enough money to. cover these checks."

"Then 'iirhy did the checks bounce?"
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"Because," my friend replied, "my client had hired a rew girl for the
office.

and
first day on the job, he had instructed her to prepaxe these

checks and nd them off as fast as possible, all of which she did. She made
the checks out and signed ber own name instead of having the boss sign them."

Another version of the same story s about the corporation president who
received a series of telephone calls from irate creditors asking why they had
not been paid. Sothe threatened to suspend credit, while others talked of suing.
In the excitement that foll wed, the boss' new private secretary spoke up some-
what timidly, informing eve ne that she remembered preparing the checks,
getting them ready for the bo signature and filing them away. She had for-
gotten to mail them.

Another story about banking deals with the experience of the vice-president
of a New York City bank. He gave his new secretary a $100 bill and'asked her to
get it changed. An hour later she returned still holding the bill.

"How did you make out?" he.asked.

"I've been to every store on theblock, but nobody will change it for me."

What the poor girl forgot was that she worked in a bank.

The ingenuity of several English messenger boys the basis of the story
of the founding of the first clearinghouse.

Years ago, each bank would send out messengers, each presenting checks to
the banks-on which they were drawn. One day a weary messenger stepped into a
coffeehouse, in London, to rest. Looking up, he noticed another messenger doing
the same thing. The two fell to talking and soon discovered that each was
heading for the other's bank.

They decided to exchange bundles and-save themselves much chasing around.
The idea worked so well that they continued similar daily meetings at the
coffeehouse. 'iefore long, word had spread to other bank messengers. Soon
many messengers were meeting t the coffeehouse to exchange their bundles of
-checks.

Bank officials soon learned of this practice. Some objected, but before long
they had taken up the idea and designated an official.place where all
banks could clear their checks. Thus was born the first clearinghouse.

Morgan the Yachtsman

When you talk about budgeting, a story about J. P. Morgan might be
interesting.

Ag.

John Pierpont Morgan; the famous financier, made it practice to take
a daily walk on the country road. One of his new neighbors approached him one
,day, introduced himself and the two began talking. The topic of yachts came up
an -Mbrgan!s neighbor said, "I understand that you on a yacht, Mr. Morgan."

.

1 '

"Yes, I do." .Morgan replied.
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."How much does it cost to run?" his neighbor asked.

NZIhy do you ask?" Morgan inquired.

"Because," his neighbor replied, "I am interested in buying one." \

"My good man," said Morgan, "if you have to ask how much it'costato run
a yacht,, my answer is: Don't buy'one!"

The story of the origin of the Diners' Club is one that interests students.
On a February evening in 1950, a New York City credit specialist named Frank
McNamara worked late in his office and decided to have dinner before going to
his home on Long Island. Be_ went to a restaurant, ate a hearty meal and, when
he had to pay for the meal, he found that he_did not have enough money with
him. McNamara called his wife, who drove in from their home to rescue him
from washing dishes all night.

The next day McNamara mentioned the incident to his lawyer and commented,
"It's too bad there isn't some way a person wouldn't need money in a restaurant.
What-happened to me could happen to anyone." Out of this conversation was born
the Diner's Club, an organization that makes it possible for a member tp eat any-
where in the world and charge it.

To prove the
Benjamin Franklin
it not be touched
to $400,000.

value of saving, there is the classic story of the $5,000 that
gave to the city of Boston in 1791, with the understanding that
for 100 years. At the end of that time the money ha grown .

With the money, Boston built the Franklin Union Building for a'technical
school and then put the remaining money, $92,000, aside for another 10? years.
By 1950 that amounted to nearly $1,000,000.

There is even an interesting story about how insurance was born.

Many years ago, several British shipowners would meet in Lloyd's Coffee-
house. From time to time one of the shipowners would hear that his ship had
been lOst at sea, and he would be ruined.

Eventually one of the shipowners suggested; "Our business is a partic-
ularly dangerous one. If our ship comes in we are rich. If the ship 4s lost

we are paupers. Why can't each 'of' us put a small sum, representing a:pro-

portionate share of the value of his cargo, into a common treasure? if one

person's ship is lost, he can collect, from our common treasury, the amount
of the loss.' That way he will not be ruined."

The idea caught on, and so Lloyds of Londono the world's best -knwn
insurance company was born.

The need for being careful whtn sending
the story of the salesman and the mink coat.

A salesman with a new product Was on the
about the fine prospects for sales. His wife
his substantial commissions, told hith of a $3
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The salesman wired home at once, making his ideas on a mink coat quite-
plain. Then he finished his trip, getting just enough orders to make his

, -expenses,.

Imagine the salesman's surprise when he arrived home to find his wife
wrapped in.a new mink coat.

"What's this?" he demanded.

"The new mink coat you said I could buy," his wife replied.

"What are you talking about," he asked, "I said 'Buy nothing--stop--ti
too expensive."

"What are you talking about?" his wife replied. "Here is the telegam
I got: 'Buy--stop--nothing too expensive.' " -

Somebody goofed.

Our business world abounds with stories and anecdotes. Newspapers and
popular magazines publish many each week. The teacher with an eye for them,
and a system for filing, them, will discover numerous stories and will have
them around for'the right time.

Story telling is an excellent motivating devide BUt it is only a means
to an end. It is just one method of stimulating greater interest in the work.
It is not to entertain the students and it should not be overdone. The
occasional story is desirable, but too many may tend to divert attention from
the main purpose of the classroom.

8. CONDUCTING FIELD TRIPS*

One of the most effective ways of getting the students to understand how
business ticks is to take them to see a business in operation. Such a field
trip is far more instructive than talking, or reading, About business activities.
Through visits to businesses, the students see the classroom in action,

Visits to business do not just happen. They must be carefully planned.
That is the key-to a successful visit.

Before deciding on a field trip, the teacher shoun be aware of its pur-
pose, which is to provide the students with an educational experience. What
the students see, hear or do is to be related to the work in general business
class. If this connection is not clear, the time and money will be wasted.
The relatiOnship is best if it is obvious and the visit is of immediate value to
the class. This can be done by timing a trip to fit in with the unit being
studied at that time.

Arrangements should be. made in advance. This includes all parties con-
cerned--the school, the business, the parents and transportation.

Advance planning should include checking the school calendar to avoid.
conflicts with examinations or other events that might require the students

* Reprinted ourtesy of Business Education World Magazine4 Gregg/McGraq-Hill

May, 9:2..
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to be on the school grounds. It

you wish,to visit will be able to
is wise, too, to It the parents k
accordingly andie spared the worr
normal hqpr.

will also reduce the likelihood that 'the firm
ve your group on the day you wish. It

w well ahead of time so that they canplan
wHen their children are not home at'fhe.

Ideally, students should be interested in making the trip because of

e w k the are doing in class. The decision on which-of several types of

business to visit can be arrived at democratically. The students-can also

handle many of the details of slanning'the trip. .

. .

....

One committee of students can arrange getting the sciiaol's permission for

the trip. AnOther committO call make the. arrangements with the business to be

v .isited and.arrange the dine. A third committee might make the arrangements -

far transportation. Theostudents should also try to figure in advance the

expenses of the trip. .

.-

, -

The students willget more out of the trip if it is weil planned. .If'it

is not timed well,'it will be just a Waked day. Preparation will make the
. .

difference.

The teacher aleuld-make a quick preview ofthe trip. This will provide

the emphisis of the tour 4hould be placedteacher the chance to see where d
firsthand information, on what to expect during the tour. This Will give t

%
what to touch on lightly.

If thee Bather knows about the company and its products, he will be able

to brief the studenfs'on wliai to pay particular attention to. A short film or

committee repott on the things to look for-on the trip will provide a sound

foundation.

The teacher might provide the. students with background materi read

before the trip. The class could prepare a questionnaire or check lisrfor use

during. the tbur. -

.

,

.

The Blass di cussion that precedes the tour might suggest specific ques-

tions that should be asked of .the company's representative. The teacher will

find that such p eliminary discussion claiffies the purpose of the triand t %
. .

helps focus at ntion during the visit. Without such preparation, the trip'

is liable told ck a clear focus--and tAw, importance of the trip will be lost.
i

To assure (smooth working of the trip with the minimum of confusion, some

details should be attended to ioae time before the trip. All the work done; by

the committees must be reviewed by the teacher to be-sure that all these step
haire been done correctly.' School sanction, tcansportation, acknoWledgement
from the company and.parental approval slips must all be checked to be sure

that each step is completed. .

The teacher must also determine the size of the group. The

.have.some objection to too large a group. Several copies of the

etpdents makinlehe trip should be prepared and ready for'uSeon

the trip.-

company may
rosier' o£ -

the day
4
of'

It would help' to have a schedule for the dies activities. This timetable`

is a good guide and helps to budget time more effectively. This will give the,

students and pa :Ants an idea of what time they,can-expect,to return home.
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Since a mobilegroup is not as menageable,as a group in the classroom,
it would be a good Isla to get some help. One or two adultrparrits, student-
teacherlrwor,friends-7are usuallY happy to co-operate. These arrangements

iht should also be'madein advance. It -would A\helpful, too, if these adult
. leaders were briefed In advance on their duties and the type of trip they

would be participating in. .

. . .
. .

.
.0

The studenteshould.he
.

told how they are xpected to behave and what dress
is expectedof them. 'Both dress and behavior make a Strong impression on the

i host company,andron.the type of reception that you receive. The students will
usually co-operate, because they do'rlot want to lose the chance of future trips.

Several days before the trip, a final check shoUld be made on all details.
In addition, the teacher should make arrangements with the school administra.tion
for the supervision of those students who are not.goin .

-. s.

4 The teacher should be the first to arrive at th departure 'Joint. Using,
4the check-off list, he sheup check the name's of the students as they arrive.

, 'Plan to wait a Tew extra minutesTOr thplatecomera. . ,

r - -, .
.

.

During the, day, try to keep the group together. There is less chaace of
losing one or two of -your students.that way. The teacher should keep.hrs eye
open to see that none of the students do wander off.. Prequerit head counts are

also helpful. The more quickly you know that a student is lost, the faster
l' efforts to find him can begin.

. .
. -.

3 Xt is a good-idea-Tor the teacher to mix freely with the students. It is

easier to get to troubfemakers.this way and to spot when some of the students
are getting tired.

'Theteacher should bd able to expect the students to behave during the
trip. To insure this, it would be'a good ddea to warn them to iespect the
rights and property of &hers.' This is a good chance to show them, that good
,conduct and a good time can go together.

The tour 'should not try to covey too much ground.- If too Much lig-attempted
thg impresSion will be a blurred one and some of the value of the trip will be
lost. The teacher should avoid domipating the scene. At no time should he
Burp, the role of the company's de. The-students should ask, the guide all

e queltions; and, they shouldb ermitted to see and hear for themselves.
Thp teacher might point put Something to those near dim at the moment Lf it is
of.particular interest. .-

Ai-the close of the visit, the teacher should remember to express his
personal thanks.to the tour guide.

:At

. .-

After the Trip P 1 '. $ .

. .

The next class meeting. is important if the, class
, is,/

tjget the full valuu
.

of th4 trip. The clad'. will 'want to talk about the trip, and an informal dis-
cussion and evaluation will help in explaining, thilgs that some/of the classes

'may 'hevetmissed. Try to tie the trip to the material being studied.,

/'

.
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Before the matter slips from the teacher's mind, a report of the trip .7'

should be filed with the school administration. It is also the teacher's
responsibility to see that all the outstanding bills have been paid and that
the parental consent slips, are filed for future referdnce in case any ques-,

motion or litigatidar,arises.

send letters of thanks to the host Company. Not only
but it insures your being welcome in the future.

The class should
is-thig_good manners,

Unit Places to be Visited
World of Business . A bQttling'plant

A wholesale fruit market

Money and Banking A local bank

Buying Wisely

Money museum

Clearinghouse

Testing laboratory of a
department store
Two department stores

A supermarket

Using Credit Service Credit department of a
department store
Billing department of a
department store
Mercantile agency

Insurance, Main office of an
*insurance company

Savings and Focal savings bank

Investing

Travel

A,

Stock brokerage firm

Stock exchange '

Railroad station

Bus terminal

IA
51

Purpose

To see mass production
To see truckloads of fruits '87
Vegetables unloaded, so'14 to
retailers and shipped

To observe the operatic na of -f .
44

the various departmentde-
posits being made, checks
being cashed, appliCantilfor
credit being intervpwe0
To see the different kihAs of
money th.at have been used
To observe the clearing,pf
checks
To see how varidusiprodUcts are

C

C

C

tested scientifically '1

To compare prices, merchan-
dising policy and stor.94tone
To study the generalArange-
ment of merchandise, fit* of
store traffic and che4nout
counters
Processing of credit accounts

Behind-the-scenes activities
relating to charge accoUpts
To see how credit information
is kept up to.date
To observe various depajCtments
and facilities
To see behind - the -scent operation

To see orders being 01d,ced for
the purchase and 'sale ctd secur-

ities, transactions reported
on the ticker'
To see how securities are
bought and sold
To see the generalilayput,
announcement of arrivals and de-
partures and'trainsleling serviced
To see frequency of;Arrivals

,and departures, the'Ony routes
busep travel and the purchase

1

of tickets

.5g

.



Continued .4%

--;

. 'Unit Places to be Visited Purpose
f

'Airport _ . To see the sale of tickets, in-
coming and departing flights, ;

checking in of passengers, - p

handling of baggage and the :'
. - servicing of aircraft
.bommunications General.post office To see_scope of its activities,

I

especially how mail is processed
Telephone company To observe behind-the-scenes-

, activities of the.central ex-
,change .

Telegraph office To see outgoing messages trans-'
mitted and incomink messages' ;-

. %-4- received and dispatched
;

, Newspaper plant To see the speed with which news
-.... is,transferred from reports

, , to the printed page .

Transportation The waterfront To see the quantity and variety
41% of goods that are loaded and

unloaded,
qilway express agency To see the different types of

. .
articles that can be shipped'
and bow they are handled

4t
A factory located at a To see how location facilitates

, *railroad siding or on transportation of supplies to
'a harbor the factory and finished goods

from the factory

9. DIRECTING COMMITTEE WORK IN THE CLASSROOM*

Teaching .Brieans of committee activities is a direct outcome of the
sociological influence in education. Sociologists have observed that young'
people learn as a result of the social interaction that characterizes the face-
to-fac ontacts of the play group. They have. also pointed out that signi-
ficant vioral changes result from the influences at work in the informal
friend group and that such influences often make more of an impact than all
other s cial institutions on individual personality.

2 - i

Group procedures, or the committee method, in teaching are ways of bring7
ing into the formal atmosphere of the classroom the interactional influences
of the informal friendship groups.

All of this means learning the play way, but learning nonetheless.

,Group or committee activities involve working with people of varying
backgrounds. Students work with their peers on an area of common interest.
Even though the students might have varying abilities, each pursues his talents
does his own research work and reports to the committee. The committee members
.in turn check and challenge one another and pool all their findings into a
committee report to the entire class. Such activities provide the students with
experience in democratic living and lead to a better understanding of
other people.

* Reprinted Courtesy of Business Education World Magazine, Gregg/MgGrAR-Hill,
e:June, 1962.
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Organizing the Committees

The success of the committee ethod defends to a large degree on the
composition of the various committ es. It is therefore necessfry to exercise
great care in the formation of the committees and a good deal of.patience in
their orientation.

ti .

Because of the intimacy of contact, the size of the committee is to be
cOnsideted carefully, since the larger the committee the smaller the degree of
social,:Interaction. On the other hand, the existence of too many committees
makes classroom management difficult. As a'general-rule, three or four
committees--ranging in gize,from five to eight members-7: is, the
number thacan be organized within any class. Beyond that, the situation .

becomes unwieldy.

Each committee should possess variety in the composition of its member-
ship. All the following factors might serve as the basisfor the staffing of
committees: intelligence, abilities, interests, ethnic backgrourid, social
maturation and leadership traits.

When no committee has a preponderance of any student type and the cam-
mittee.members complement one another, no single individual or group is.stig-
hatized, students have the opportunity to exercise leadership and each student
gets to see that everyone has something to offer toward the realization of the
group's objectives. The teacher is tharefore,ta -guide the students in their
selection of committee personnel.

When each committee has its share of gifted students, all have the stimu-
lation of the few select. Under conditions of diverse abilities and interests
within`each committee, proper leadership and ability to follow can be nurtured.

As a matter of procedure, the first order of business within, any commit-
tee should be the election of its chairman and secretary, the leaders who will'
be in charge of the planning by the committee and those to whom the rest of
the class will look as spokesmen for the committee. No leader should be
imposed on them. Students might as well learn the practice of democratic
elections in their committee activity, even if decisions are shaped by pop-
ularity rather than capability.

An orientation of the,entire class to the unit of work is definitely called
or before breaking up the class into committees. The orientation helps the

students obtain an over -all view of the, unit as the frame of ieference for the
activities of the several committees'ihat are to be organized. Following such
an orientatIon, the students see the total fabric and are in a4position to
select the phase of the unit that would interest them and to confir their
exploration to that phase.

For example, in. the unit on insurance, a lesson ot4.ewo might be devoted
to the basic ideas common to all forms of insurance arid a broad outline might
be developed on the various risks covered by insurance. Committees might be
organized to handle these various forms. One might deal with automobile
insurance, another wit life insurance, a third with fire ins4ance and a fourth
with other types of ins ce.

'T
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Each committee works on it's own during class time, and it is at liberty to
consult with any other committee or with the teacher. At the appointed tine,
it reports its findings or conclusions to the class: Each committee chairman
presides for his committee's, report, presents, an introductory statement and
cells an each member to deal with oneopart of the report. Questions by the class
are invited.

Not all committee reports need to be formal in nature. Some committees
might prefer to present a panel discussion, debate or dramatizatiob An
ambitious committee might even prepare a skit or an assembly program,. Orig-
inality in committee reporting will evolve a$ students grow used to the idea.

a 4V$0.; 4 C,. A0 4.4

The Teacher's Role

The teacher's role in committee work is that of a guide. He should never
attempt to dominate the scene or to dictate any course of action to any of the
committees.

A
The teacher should see thit the work. iikdistributed equitably among the

several committees: Unless students possels facility in group procedures, the
teacher should help initiate each committee. This reqtiires the-providing of
worthwhile activity to the portion of the class that hasn't y4t been initiated
into its committee's assignment, This will insure that all the students are
busy instead of wasting time.

The teacher should make available various materials for use by committees,
train them in methods of research and keep in touch with the progress of each
committeee to make certain that it does not wander off the topic.

The teacher should provide for maximum social interaction by encouraging
a permissive atmosphere. At the same time, he is to make certain that the
students do not mistake liberty for license, since very little progress can
be made when disciplinary problems predominate.

The teacher should circulate from group to grow, making certain that
each group sees purppse in what it is doing and that the work is geared to the
level of. the respective group. He should actually participate in their
deliberations: discussions and activities. Such participation is an effective
Way to keep informed of their progress. It Calls for an even 'distribution
of a teacher's time-and impartial diffusion of attention. It is highly
important Chat no committee feel ib is being neglected and this lose its
enthusiasm. Occasionally, but not often, the teacher might reassemble the
class"- and treat t em as one unit.

In moving ab out the class, the teacher is to be particularly aware of the
social climate within each group, to see to it that all students are treated
fairly by the other committee members and that no committee member is being
overlooked, that each is making his contribution to the committee and that each
one of the group is afforded an opportunity fowelf-expression in concordance
with the group welfare. He should be particularly on the look-ottt for person-
ality problems that might arise in the informal atmosphere of the committee.

.

The goals of committee activity are to have the students work together A Ar.
harmoniously, assume responsibility.for performing a set task, share in seeing_
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that task through and in the course -of all of their activity -to become seifL

'reliant. 4

Unfortunately, this does not happen overnight--particularly when com-
mittee work is new to the students. Until proper attitudes toward committee

activity are developed, until prOer work habits are established, the

teacher is to be particularly vigilant in his supervisiob of the class.

In the first place, he is to observe the aver-all spirit within each
committee and to see whether committee members are working harmoniouSly. Re

should be quick to discern personality clashes and should step in to heal any
breach during its earliest manifestation, before it can become aggravated.
Waieiftis'end Ile Shddld', diplomatically?'prednt the dbmination ofany.
committee by one or two students or the unequal distribution of the work load
within the committee.

a,

Disciplinary Problems

Disciplinary problems are likely to develop in the early stagesrofbcom-
mittee activity and, if not traced to their source, might prevent successful

continuation of cammittee,work. It ise for this reason, desirab'e to halve

social controls established in the early stages of committee aciivity_and to

make certain that every individual's abilities and talents are, beinkutiliZed.

Very few individuals excel in all areas. Some students excel in.onlarea,

others in another. One student possesses special ability in writing, another in
public speaking, a third in art, a fourth .along mechanical lines. There is a

distinct need for recognizing the special capabilities of each student and

capitalizing on these, so that each will enter wholeheartedly into 06 commit-

tee activity. ,*

The teacher of.experience realizes that any student is not challenged%
will lose interest and will either sit back and let all the others do the work
or discover other activities, frequently antisocial ones, with which to occupy

his tine.

There is also the danger of tangential exploration on the part p4 the

committees. This is due to the immaturity of the students and can be overcome
only by the type of intellectual discipline that results from Staining and

experience. Until. students achieve this dis line, much of the tangential

exploration by committees can be avoided by ca eful orientation as to the scope
of activity of each committee and by the teach r'd looking in frequently on

the committees. Such informal visits provide im with an indication of the
progress of each committee and offer him opportunities for channeling committees

or individuals in the proper direction.

-t

A certain amount of overlapping may manifest itself; although some measure
of this is all right, the teacher should be aware of the loss of time that may

result. He should not hesitate to step in and guide students in such matters.
Some committees may require the assistance of the teacher in the organization 1.

of their subject matter; otherwise their work may be too haphazard.r They will

deed guidance in the, organization of their report to/the class.

The matter of leadership presents some important problems. There is always

present the danger that potential leaders may be overlooked imztha5
1")
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those called upbn to do the leading may be lacking in experience.. Truly demo-
cratic principles dictate that each student be_given all opportunity to serve
as committee. leade'r at osie time OT another; in this way,,each student has an
opportunity to lead dheeveryone gets to appreciate the problems of the

o y be overcome by experience, and there is noan
lead-

er.. Lack of experience c
better place far obtainin experience than the classroom- -under the patient
guidance of the teacher and'the sympathetic understariding of fellow students.

Values Resulting

With the proper"functioning of group procedures in the classroom, many
..cluaationarValues should accruei These. I./slues fall int6 t*o categories: o;

(a) purely individual benefits and (b) the benefits that accrue to the class.

Individual gains would show in both intellectual gains and social devel-
opment. 7Undeirthe committee method there'is a greater degree of self-reliance.
Students develop the ability to:find information through personal investigation
of source materials rather than relying on the teacher for information or
direction. The committee method encourages tile exercise of initiative, provides
practice in working independently, and permits a greater concentration of effort
in a particular area. Through continuous evaluation by fellow students in the
committee, each student develops the ability of self-evaluation.

'

b

4*

ti
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Learning Task 28
EVALUATION PROCESSES UNIQUE TO BOOKKEEPING

PROBLEM AREA

PERFORMANCE
.OBJECTIVES:

t3

PREREOUISITE(S):

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES:

What are some of the evaluation techniques which are unique?

1. Identify at least five techniques of evaluation for book-:

keeping teaching and learning.

2. Prepare an evaluation instrument to measure the achieve-

ment of bookkeeping students in some major part of the

baokkeeping cygle .; t

None.

A. READINGS. ;1'

1. Review Evaluation Learning Task from Spiral I.

2. Review the discussions of testing and evaluatiOn in

the ,teacher's manuals and source books for book-

keeping.

3. Read Chapter 10 of Methods of Teaching Bookkeeping --

Accounting.
4. .Read Chapter 7 of Testing and Evaluation in Business

Education by Hardaly.

B. ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICE

'1. In small groups, discuss several evaluation tech-

niques and identify the advantages and disadvantages

of each.

41%

C. ACTIVITIES FOR PRACTICE IN FIELD SITUATIONS

1. With the permission of your cooperating teacher, help

develop evaluation instruments for use in his/her

class.

D. ACTIVITIES FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

1. Construct and turn in to the instructor an evaluation

instrument which tests both bookkeeping knowledge and

skill.

1
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PROBLEM AREA:.

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES:

PREREQUISITE(S):

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES:

Learning Task 30

EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY FOR TEACHERS,

The teacher or prospective teacher has a.nuMber of critical

problems related to the question of "What kind of teacher

am I going to be?" The answer to this question has an ob-

vious relationship to the decision each student or teacher

makes as to the types skills which will be learned or

'developed.

) .

1. By the end of the task, each student Should be able to .

specify, in general terms, the types of skills which he

has selected for self-emphasis during the remainder of

his NUSTEP learning experiences.

2. By the end of the task, each student should be able to

identify five educational trends which are of importance

in evaluating the skillhe has chosen as being of impor-

tance for his own self-growth. '\
.1k

Completion of Spiral I and all subject matter, tasks assigned

for Spiral II.

A. - READINGS

"Why. Teanets'

2. "Changes and Trends...'

3'. "Accountability: Questions to Think On."

B. ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICE

1. Participate in a class discussion of "Why Teachers Fail"

and "Changes and Trends..."

C. ACTIVITIES FOR PRACTICE IN FIELD SITUATIONS

1. Using the questions posed in "AccounSibility: Questions

to Think On," select five skins which you wish to leara,

or devdlop foe-your ,own self-growth and relate them-fo

probable deveIopmentd in education. ,Prepare your answer,

in written form.

'D. ACTIVITIES FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

1. Discuss your written paper prepared for "C" wittlyour

proctor and develop an agreement for learning experiences

to becdmpleted during the remainder of the semester.
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WHY TEACHERS FAIL

Introduction

Mos Of your earning experiences in the NUSTEP program up to this point
have be concerned with traditional, orthodox classroom management skills.
Your exp Iences have been ,designed to develop pre-instructional skills, i.e.,
to provi youvith a set of entry-level skills in preparation for learning
about th Instructional process.

The mainder of your learning experiences in NUSTEP should be aimed,
.bopefull sat the development of higher levels of instructional skills. Such
a goal ses, however, a number of important questions:

Since there Fe so many approaches to teaching and instruction,
which instructional approaches are most important for the
prospective teacher's knowledge and mastery?

How can the prospective teacher decide which instructional i
approaches are most valuable?

. Are some approaches better for some individuals because of
. unique personality variables while not appropriate for other

individuals, i.e., is there a criterion for deciding which
approach is the "best method?"

In e article which is reproduced below--B.F. Skinner's "Why Teachers
Fail"--t to- answer the following questions:

1. From Skinner's analysis, why would it seem that 'apprenticeship
methods' of training teachers are likely, to produce limited or
ineffective skill development?

. Skinner says, in effect, that the failure of schools is due
mainly to a preoccupation with aversive controls. In the
schooling experiences you have had, what kinds of aversive
controls result in undesirable outcomes, why are these strategies
retained by teachers?

. According to Skinner, what ale the weaknesses of each-of the
following popular alternatives to traditional aversive control
strategies:

A. The "Show and Tell"-
B. "Getting the Learners', Attention".
C. "Socratic Questioning"

. What is the "Idol of the Good Student"?
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WHY TEACHERS FAIL
B.F. Skinner

The most widely publicized efforts to improve education show an'extra-
ordinary neglect of method. Learning and teaching are not analyzed, and
almost no effort is made to improve teaching as such. The aid which education

, is to receive usually means money, and the proposals for spending it follow,
few familiar lines. We should build more and better schools-. - We should

recruit more and better teachers. We should search for better students
and make sure that all'competent students can go to school or college.' We
should multiply teacher-student contacts with films and television. We should

design new curricula. All this can be done without looking at teaching itself.
We need not ask how those better teachers are to teach those better students
in those better schools, what kinds of contact are to be multiplied through
mass media, or how new curricula are to be made effective.

Perhaps we should not expect questions of this sort to be asked in what

is essentially a consumer's revolt. Earlier educational reforms were proposed
by teachers - a Comenius, a Rousseau, a John Dewey - who were familiar with
teaching methods, knew their shortcomings, and thought they saw a chance to
improve them. Today the disaffected are the parents, dbployers, and others
who are unhapiO about the product of education. When teachers complain, it is
as consumers of education at,lower levels - graduate school authorities want
better college teaching and college teachers work to improve high school cur-
ricula. It is perhaps natural that consumers should turn to the conspicuous
shortcomings of plant, personnel, and equipment rather than to method..

It is also true that educational method has not been brought to their'
attention'in a favorable light. Pedagogy is not a prestigious word. Its

1,pw estate may be traced in part to the fact that under the blandishments of,
statistical methods, which promised,a new kind of rigor, educational psychol-
ogists spent half a century measuring the results of teaching while neglecting
teaching, itself. They compared different methods of teaching in matched
groups and could often say that one method was clearly better than another,
but the methods they compared were usually not drawn from'their own research
or even their own theories, and their results seldom generated new methods.
Ptychological studies of learning were equally sterile - concentrating-on
relatively unimportant details of few typical learning,situations.such as
the memory drum,'the maze, the disCrimination box, and verbal "problems."
The learning and forgetting curves which emerged from thel-e studies were never
useful in the classroom and came to occupy a less and less important place
in textbooks on.educational psychology. Even today many distinguished
,learning theorists insist that their work has no practical relevance.

For these and doubtless other reasons, what has been taught as pedagogy'
has not been a true technology of teaching. College teaching, indeed, has

not been taught at all. The beginning teacher receives.no professional prep-

aration. Be usually begins to'teach simply as he himself has been taught,
and if he improves, it is only in the. light of his ol.in unaided experience.

f
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school and grade school teaching are taught primarily through apprentice-
s, in which students receive the'advice and counsel of experiented

eachers. Certain trade skills and rules of thumb are passed along; but till
young ,teacher's own experience is tosbe the major source of improvement.
Even this modest venture in teacher training is under attack. It is argued
that a good teacher is simply knowledgeable in his subject matter atd is 4

interested in it. Any special knowledge of pedagogy-as a basic ,sci6ce of
teaching is_felt to be unnecessary.

The attitude is regrettable. No enterprise can improve itselb to the
fullest extent without examining its basic processes. A really effective
educational system cannot be set up until we understand the process of
learning and teaching. Human behavior is far tob complex to be left to
casual exp&ience, or even to organized experience in the restricfd envir-
onment of the classroom. Teachers need help. In particular, they_ineed help
of the kind offered by scientific analysis of behavior.

Fortunately such an analysis is now available. Principles derived from
it have already contributed to the design of schools, equipment, texts, and
classroom practices. Programmed instruction is perhaps its best known achieve-
ment. Some acquaintance with its basic formulation is beginning to be regarded
as i. 'rtailt. in the training of teachers andiEBUIr4strators. These positive
co, kutions, however, are no more important than the light whichthesvalysis
th$Ors on current practices. There is something wrong with teaching. Fiom
the point of View of an experimental analysis of behavior, what is?;

0

Aversive Control. Corporal Punishment has always played an important
role in education. As Marrou says, "...education and corpora/ punishment
appeared as inseparable to a Hellenistic Greek as they had to a Jewish or an
Egyptian scribe in the time of the Pharoahs. Montaigne's well-known descrip-
tion of punished children yelling and masters mad with rage is as true of
Latin as it is of Greek schools. When the men of antiquity thought back to
their school days they immediately remembered the beatings. 'To hold out the
handjorthe cane' - manum ferulae subducere - was an elegant Latin way of
saying 'to study'"."

The cane is still trith,us, and efforts to abolish it are vigoia'usiy
opposed". In Great Britain a split leather strap for whipping students called
a taws cap be obtained from suppliers who advertise in.educational=journals,
one of whom is said to sell 3,000 annually. (The taws has the adiantage,
shared by the rubber trunsheon,,of leaving no incriminating marksi)

The brutality of corporal punishment and the viciousness it breeds in
both teacher and student have,.of course, led to reform. Usually!thn has
meant little more than a shifting to noncorporal measures, of which education,
can boast an astonishing list. Ridicule (now largely verbalized,lut once
symbolized by the dunce cap or by forcing the student to sit facilig the wall,,
scolding, sarcasm, criticism, incarceration (being kept after school), extra,
school or homework, the withdrawal of privileges, forced lab ostracism,
put on silence, and fines - these are some of the devices whic heve permitter'

"4'
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the teacher to spare the rod without spoiling dui child. Ih some respects
they are less objectionable than corporal punishment, but the pattern re-
mains; theistudentspends a great part of his day doing things he does not
want to do. Education is in moreithan one sense 'compulsioiY." If a teacher
is in doubt about his own methods, he should /ask himself a few questions. Do
my students stop wore immediately when I dismiss the class? (If so, dismissal
is obviously a release from,a threat.) Do they welcome rather than regret
vacations and unscheduled days of no school? Do I reward them for good
behalidor by excusing them from other assignments? Do I punish them by giving.
them additional assignments? Do I frequently say, "Pay-attention!", "Nowah'."
remember," or otherwise gently "admonish" them? Do I find it necessary eam

4time to time to "get tough" and threaten some form of punishment?

\-
The teacher can use aversive control because he is either bigger and

stronger than his students or able to invoke the authority of parents
or police who are. He can, for example, coerce students into reading texts,
listening to lectures, taking part in discussion, recalling as much as
possible of what they have read or heard, and writing papers. This is per-
haps an achievement, but it is offset by an extraordinary list of unwanted
by-products traceable to the basic practice.

7"Th

The student who works mainly td escape aversive stimulation discovers
other ways of escaping. He is tardy - "creeping like 4 snail unwillingly
to school." He stays away from school altogether. Education has its own
word for,this - "truancy" - from an old Celt word meaning wretched. A
special policeman, the truant officer, deals with offenders by threatening
still more aversive consequences. The dropout is a legal truant. Children
who commit suicide are often found to have had trouble in school.

There are subtler forms of escape. Tholigh physically present and looking
at teacher or text, the student doesn't pay attention. He is hysterically
deaf. His mind wanders. He daydreams. Incipientforms of escape appear as
restlessness. "Mental fatigue" is usually not a state of exhaustion but an
uncontrollable disposition to escape to other activities which, it is hoped,
will also be profitable. The.periods into which the school day is broken
measure the limits of successful aversive control rather than the capacity
for sustainedlattention. A child will spend. hours orb =d in play or in
watching movies or television who cannot sit still i for more than
a few minutes before escape becomes too strong to be . .ed One of the
easiest forms of-escape is'simply to forget all Qne ha- N:-d, and no one
has discovered a form of control to prevent this ultimate b ea or freedom.

An equally serious result which an experimental analysis of behavior
leads us'to expect -is that students'counterattack. If the teacher is weak,
the students may attack openly. He may be impertinent, impudent, rude, or
defiant. His verbal behavior may berobscene or profane: He may annoy
the teacher and escape punishment by doing so surreptitiously by groaning,
stiuffling his feet, or snapping his fingers. A "tormentor" is a surreptitious
noisemaker especially designed for classroom use. Physical attacks on teachers
are now common. Verbal attacks in the teacher's absence are legendary.
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Counterattick escalates. Slightly aversive action by theteacher
,

. '

evolies reactions that demand,seveter meAspres, to which'in turn th.e student
reacts still more violently. Escalation may Continue until one party with-
draws (the Student leaves stool or the tepher Xesigns) or-donoinates'com-
pletely (the students- establish anarchy or theiteacher.imposes a despotic
discipline),

.

Vandalism is another form of counterattack which is growing steadily .

more serious. Many cities' maintain special police forces'to guard'ilchool
buildings on weekends. Schools are now beilig designed so that windows can-

.

not.beseasily broken from the street. A more sweeping counterattack comes
latex when, as a taxpayer oXi44 alumnus, a former student.refuses to up-
port education t institutions. Anti-intellectualism is often a general
attack on all at education reptesents.

. -

A much less obvious but equally serious effect of aversive controris
plain inaction. The student is Sullen, sbubborn,''and unresponsive. He
"blocks" He refuses to obey.". Inaction is sometimes a form oil escape
(rather than carry out an assfinment, the student simply takes punishment
as the lesser evil) and sometilles,a form'of attack, the object of which is
to enrage the teacher, but it is also in its own right a predictable effect
of aversive Control.

All these reactions have emotional accompaniments. Fear and anxiety
are characteristics of escape and avoidance, anger of counterattack, and re-
sentment of sullen inaction. These are the ciApsical features of juvenile
delinquency,,ofpsychosomatic illness, and of other maladjustments familiar
'to the administrations and health services of educational institutions. There
are other serious disadvantages of aversive control. Behavior which satisfies
aversive contingencies may have andeeirable characteristics It may be
unduly compulsive ("meticulous" once meant fearful); it requires effort; it.
is work".7'-'11(Citudent plays a submissive role which is less and less useful
as cultural practices move away from totalitarian patterns. Rousseau coUlA-
complain further that sceXcely more than half the ptlsof his day lived--
to enjoy the blcssi9gs for which the pleasures of chi dhood.were sacrificed.
Fortunately that is no longer true, but the sacrifice continues.

.

Aversive methods also have effects on teachers. The young teachei may
begin his career with :a favorable attitude toward hisprofeesion.and toward
his, students, only to'find himgelf playing a. consistently unfriendly role
as a repertoire of hgressive haviors are repeatedly'reinforced. The
prospect does not attract or ho good teachers. At Mimes the profession
has been tolerable only to wea ings or to those_who enjoy treating others
aversively. Even when moderately used, aversive practices interfere with
the kinds of relations with students which make more productive techniques
feasible.

-. . ..

In college and griduate schools the aversive pattern survives in the now
almost universal system of "assign and test." The teacher does not teach,,

' he simply hoids the student responsible for learning.. The student must
read books, study texts; perform experiments, and attend lectures, and he

;I'
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is responsible for doing ;3() in the sense that if,he does not correctly

report what he has seen, heard, or read, he will suffer aversive consequences
.Questions and answers are so staple a feature of education that their con-

.,
ection with teaching almost never occasions surprise, yet as a demand 4'

for a response which will meet c5rtAin specifications, a question is almost

always ,slightly aversive. An.examinap.on,as a collection of questions,4a'char-

acteristically generates the anxiety aAd panit appropriate,to -avoidance

and escape. Reading a student's paper is still likely to be Galled cor-

recting it. Examinations are designed toshow principally what the student

does not know. A test which proves to be'toci easy is made harder before
being given again, ostensibly because an'easy test does not discriminate
but more probably because the teacffer is afraid of weakening, the threat

under which his students are working. A teacher is judged by this employers

and colleagues by the severity of the threat he imposes; he is a good teacher

it he makes his students work hard, regardless of how he does so or how

moth he teaches them by doineIb He eventually evaluated himself in the

same way; if he tries to shift to nonaversite methods., he may discover that

...!a,feesists making things easy.as ifthis necessarily meant teaching less.

Proposals to add requirements and raise standards are usually part of

,an'aversive pattern. A well-knbwn educator has written: "We'must stiffen

the wctrk of our schoOls:..we have every, reason to Concentrate' on (certain

subjects) and be unflagging in our.issistence'that they be really learned...
_Senior year (in high school) ought to be the hardest...(We_should give)

students wOsre-flat is both difficult and important, and (insist) that it

be well done..,We should demand,more of our students."

These statements were probably' intended to be synonymous with "students
6
should learn more" or possibly "teachers should teach more." There may

be good reasons why students'should take more muhematics or learn a modern

lantuage,more thoroughly or be better prepared oi college or graduate
school, but they are not reasons for intensifying aversive pressures. A

standard is a level of achievement; Only under,a particular philosophy of

education is it a critefion upon which some form of punishment is contingent.

It is not difficult to 'explain the use of aversive control. The teacher

can,easily arrange aversive Contingencies;,hls culture has already taught

him how to do so. In any case, since the immediateeffects are clear-cut,
erfective techniques are easily learned. When the control begins early. and

. .
is maintained consistently,,and particularly when it takes tfiVmoderate form.

of "gentle admonitions," by-products are minimized. 'Systems which are
basically aversive have produced well - disciplined, obedient,industridus%
ond eventually informed,and skilled students' sometimes to the 'envy of teachers

1..lho cannot skillfully- use the same-techniques., Even the students themselves

, may be impressed and.may returnoyears later to thank their teachers for
having beaten'Or ri/ diculed them.

4
a

Aversive control can be defendeeae "nature's way." In learning to turn

ahapdspring,,a child improves by avoiding bumps and bruises. The natural

environmentteache* asperson to act in ways which resolve puzzlement or

*It
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reduce the threat of not knowing. Why should the teacher not Imitates'',

nature and arrange comparable aversive contingencies, such as puzzling t

student.to induce him.to think or 'maKing him curious to induce him to'ex-

plore. But dature, as welstollsee later, is not always an admirable

teacher. Its aversive contingencieS are not a model` to be copied but a

standard to be excelled. "

Aversive contingencies also provide an opportunity for the student

to learn to adjus1to the unpleaRant and painful, to act effectively when,,,

threatenesi, to submit to pain, but they are usually not well designed fotj:

that purpose. As Rousseau pointed out, a child maybe taught to come with

aversive stimulation:but the required contingencies are not easily
with contingencies designed to teach Other things.

Aversive contrq..is no doubt sanctioned in partibecause it is co t;,-

ible with prevailingrphilosophies of government and religion. It is not,%'..

only the teacher who holds -the student responsible sfor doing what he ought-to

do AT punishes him ",justly" when he fails. It is not only the faililpt-tedent

who is told that "i norance is no excuse." Schools and colleges must, Of-I,Course,

share in the ethica and legal control of the societies which support thark

and of whia they ar 4a part, and they have comparable problemS of their% ,

own to whichaverlsive control has always seemed relevant but with their" Urifor-

tunate by-products canAot.be defined as necessary evils until we are sure

that other soletions cannot be found.

Most teachers are humane and well disposed. They do not want"to, threaten

their students-yet they find themselves doing so. They want to help but,--

their offers are often declined. Most students are well disposed.. The

want an educatiob, yet they cannot force themselves to study, and they w

they are wasting timer For reasons which they have probably not correciW
identified, many are in revolt. Why should education continue to use they,-;?

ti
aversive techniques tolwhi4h ill.this is so obviously due? Evidently be-7 I

cause effective alternatives have not been found. It is not enough simiflyt

to abandon aversive measures. A Summerhill is therapeutic not educational
by' withholding paishme4 teachers may help studenta who have been'badly tj

treated elsewhere and prepare them to be taught, but something else is

needed. Tolstoy soon abanOoped the school for the children of his serfs; in

which no child was oblige to go to school or, when in shcool, to pay at-
*ntion, and similar experiments by the anarchists and by Bertrand Russel

also failed. >t

t

Telling and showinA. &child sees things and talks about them az-

curately afterward. He listens to°news and gossip and passes it along.
recounts in great delail.the plot of a movie he has seen or a bock he

h s read., He seems.to h4ye a "natural curiosity," a "love of knowledge,'

a d an "inherent wish to learn." Why not take advantage of these natural,
endowments and simply being the student into contact with the worlf he is to

-learn about? There are practical problems, of course. Only a'smAil part

of the real world can be brought into the clasSroam even with the aid-of
films, tape recorders, and television, and only a small part of what remains

can be visited outside. Words are easily imparted, but the verbal excesses
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of Classical education,have.shown how easjay this,fact may lead to dangerous

overemphasis. Within reasonable limits, however, is it not possible to teach

simply by giving the student An opportunity to learn in a natural way?

Unfortunately, a stud t.does-Jult learn simply when he .is shown or

told. Something essential o_hii".niitur-al curiosity or wish to learn is

missing from the classroom. .What.is missing, technically speaking, is

"positive reinforcement.", In daily lire the ,stfideht looks, listens, and

remembers because certain consequences then pilaw. He learns to look

and listen in those special ways Which.encourage,remembering becauh he
is reinforced for recalling what h4 has seen and,heardl' just as a news-

paper reporter notesandremembers things he sees, because he is paid for

reporting them. Consequences of this sort are lacking when a teacher simply

shows a student somethingor telrehii something.

Rousseau was the great advocate of natural learning. Emile VAS to be

taught by therworld of things. His teacher was to draw his attention to

that world, but otherWise his education was to be negative. There were

to be no arranged consequences. When Rousseau's'disciple, Pestalozzi, tried

,the methods of his Own flesh-and-blood son, he ran into trouble. His diary

is one, of the most pathetic documents in the history of education. As he

walked with his young son beside a stream, Pestalozzi would repeat several

times "and flow downhill." He would show the boy that "wood swims in water

and...stones sink." Whether,the child was learning anything or not, he

was not unhappy, and Pestalozzi could believe that at least he was using

the right method. But then the world of things had to be left behind,

failure c d no longer be concealed. "I could only get him to read with

difficul a thousand ways of getting out of it, and never loses

an opRortet of doing something else." He could make the boy sit still

at hit lessong by first making him "tun and play out of doors in the cold,"

but Pestalozzi himself was then exhausted. Inevitably, of course, he re-'

Aped to.aversive measures; "He was soon tired of learning to read, but as
I haddecided that he should work at it regularly every day; whether he liked

it or nog, I determined to make him feel the necessity of doing so, from the

very firdt, by showing him there was no choice between this work.and my dis-

pleasure which I made him feel by keeping him in."

Getting attention. The failure of "showing and telling" is sometimes

attributed to lack Of attention. We are often aware that we ourselves are

not listening or looking" carefully. If we are not to punish the student for

not looking and listening, how can we make him concentrate? One possibility

is to make sure that there is nothing else to be seen or heard. The schoolroom

is isolated and freed of distractions. Silence is often the rule.

Physical constraints are helpful. Earphones reassure the teacher that only

what is to be heard is going into. the student's ears. The TV screen is

praised for its isolation and hypnotic effect. A piece of equipment,has

been prtposed which achieves concentration' irk the following desperate way:

the student faces a brlghtly lighted text, framed by walls which operate on

the principle of the blinders once worn by carriage horses. His ears are

between earphones. He reads part of,the'text aloud and theh,listens to

his recorded voice as he reads it ag an. If he doesnot learn what he

reads, it is certainly not because he not seen
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as the teacher, and his techniques have been widely copied in the design
of textbooks, films, andiplassroom practic.es. 4right colors, variety, sud-
An change,-big type, animated sequences - all rave at least a temporary
effect in, inducing the student to look and listen. They do not, however,
teach the student to look end-listen, because they occur at the wrong time.
Similar weakness is seen in making school itself pleasant. Attractive,arch-
'itecture, 'colorful interiors, comfortable furniture, congenial social ar-
rangements, naturally interesting subjects - these are all reinforcing, but
they reinforce only the behaVior they are contingent upon. An attractive
school building reinforces the behavior of coming in sight of it. A colorful
and comfortable classroom reinforces the behavior entering it. Roughly
'speaking, these things could be said to strengEhen a positive attitude
toward school.- But they proyide 'merely the setting for instruction. They
o not teach what students are in school to learn.

4.,(7rethe same way audio-visual aids usually come at the wrong time to
strengthen the forms of behaVior which are-the principal concern of. the
teacher. An interesting page printed in four colors reinforces the student
simply for opening the book and looking at it. It does notreinforce'
reading-the page or even examining it closely; certainly it does not rein-

/
force those activities which result in effective Tecall of what is seen.
An interesting lecturer holds his.- listeners in the sense that they look at
and listen to him, just as an interesting demOnstration film reinforces the
behavior of watching it, but neither the lecturd nor the film necessarily
reinforces listening or ilistening in those special ways which further recall.
Ice good instruction interesting things should happen after the student hag
road a page or listened" or looked with care. The four-color, Ticture should
.become interesting when the text which accompanies it has been read. One
stage in a lecture or film should be interesting only if earlier stages
have been carefully examined and remembered. In general, naturally attrac-
tive and interesting things further the primary goals of education only when
ey enter into much more subtle contingencies of reinforcement than are
ally represented by audio-visual aids.

Making material easy to remember. It is.possible that students may.

410.
be inchiced to learn by making material not only, attractive but memorable,
An obvibusiexample is making material easy. The child first learns to
write in manuscript because it resembles the text he is -learning to read;
he Tay -learn to spell only words he will actually use; if he.cannot read
he can listen to recorded speech. -This sort of simplification shows a
lack of confidence in methods of teaching and often merely postpones the .

teacher's task, but is sometimes a.useful strategy. Kateiial which is
. ,

well organized is also, of course, easier to learn.

Some current psycholviCal theories suggept that material .may be
made memorable in anotherl4ay. Various laws of perception imply that an
observer cannbt4help seeing things in certain ways. ThestiulOs seems_to.
fOrce itself upon the organism. Optical illusions are often-Cited as ex-
amples. 'These laws suggdst the possibility that material maLbe presented

± ,
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in a'fotmrin which it is irresistibly leaned. Material is to be so

"structured" that it is readily - and almost necessarily - "grasped." '.

Instructional examples are, however,, ar less persuasive than the demon-

strations, offered in support of them, In trying to assign an important

function to the material to be learned, it is particularly easy to over-
look other conditions under which learning actually occurs.

The teacher as midwife. No matter how attractive, interesting, and
well structured material maybe, the discouraging fact is that it is often

not learned. Rather-than continue` to ask why, so many educational theorists
have concluded that the teacher cannot really teach at all but can only help
the student learn. The dominant metaphor goes back to Plato. As Emile

Brehier puts it, "So,crates...possessed no other art but maieutics, his
mother Phaenarete's att of delivering; he drew out from souls what" they have

in them..." The student alreadipcnows the truth: the teacher simply shows

him, that he knows. As we have seen, however, there is no evidence that the.

boy in the scene from Meno.learned anything. He could not have reconstructed
the theorem by himself when Socrates had finished, and Socrates says as

much later in the dialogue: "If someone will keep asking him these same
questions often and in various forms, you can be sure that in the end he

will know about them as accurately as anybody." (Socrates was a frequency

theorist!)

It must be admitted that the assignment was difficult. The boy was

starting from scratch. When Polva uses the same technique in presidingat
the birth of the formula for the diagonal of a parallel pipe his students

make a more positive contribution because they_have already had some geo-

metry, but any success due to previous teaching weakens the claim for maieutics.

And Polva's promptings and questionings give more help than he wants tel.

admit.

It is only because mathematical proofs seem to arise from the nature

of things that they can be said in some sense to be "known by everyone"

and simply waiting to be drawn out. Even Socrates could not argue that

the soul knows the facts of history or a second language. -Impregnation

must preceed,parturition. But is it not possible that a presentation
which has not seemed to be learned is the seed from which knowledge grows
to be delivered by the teacher? Perhaps the intellectual midwife is to
show the student that he remembers what he has already been shown or told. t

In The Idea of a University, Cardinal Newman gave an example of the maieutic

method applied to acquired knowledge. It will stir painful memories in

many teachers. A tutor is talking with a candidate about a bit of history -

a bit of history, in fact, in which Plato's Menon lost-his life.

T. It is the Anabasis you take up?...What is the Meaning of-tile word

Anabasis? 0 is silent.
T. You know very well; take your time, and don't be alarmed. Anabasis

means...0,4n ascent"... 4

I. Who ascended? 0. The Greeks, Xenophon.

T. Very well; Xenophon and the Greeks; the Greeks ascended. To what

did they ascend? ; ,

0. Against the Persian King; they ascended ;to fight the Persian king.

)P

,

T. That is right...an ascent; but I though we called it a descent

w en a foreign army carried war into a country? Yes.

T. Don't we tallakof a descent of barbarians 0. Yes.
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T. Why then are the Greeks said to go up? 0. They went up' to

fight the Persian king.
T. Yes, but why up...why not down? O. They came down afterwards,

when they returned back to Greece.
T. Perfectly right; they did...but could you give no reason why they

are said to go up to Persia, not down? O. They went,up to Persia.
T. Why do you not say they went down? O. pauses, then,...They went

down to Persia.
T. You have misunderstood me.

Newman warned his reader that the Candidate is deficient to a great
extent...not such as it is likely that a respectable school would turn out.
He recognized a poor student, but not a poor method. Thousands of teachers
Have wasted years of their lives in exchanges which have been no more profit
able - and all to the greater glory of maieutics and out of a conviction
that telling and showing are not only inadequate bust wrong.

Although the soul has p rhaps not alw1.14kn the truth nor ever been
confronted with it in a half-forgotten experienc it may still seek it. If

the student can be taught to learn from the world of things, nothing else will
ever have to be taught. This is the method of discovery. It is designed
to absolve the teacher from a sense of failute by making instruction unneces-
sary. The teacher arranges the environment in which discovery is ti( tak
place, he suggests lines of inquiry, he keeps the student within bounds
The important.thing is that he should tell him nothing.

The human organism dogs, of course, learn without being taught. It is
good that this is so, and Lt would no doubt be a good thing if more could be
learned in that way. Studdhts are naturally interested in what they learn
by themselves because they would not learn if they were not, and for'the same
reason they are more likelYto remember what they learn in that way. There
are reinforcing elements of surprise and accomplishment in personal discovery
which are welcome alternatives to traditional aversive consequences. But
discovery is no solution to the problems of education. A culture is no
stronger than its capacity tc transmit itself. It.must impart an adcum-

a ulapion of skillsl'knowldge, and social and dthical practices tolits new
members.. The,institution-of education is designed to serve this purpose,
It is quite impossible for the student to discover for himself any substfntial
part of the Wisdom of his culture, and no philbsophy of education really
proposed doing this. great thinkers build upon the past, they do not wai3te
time in rediscovering it. It is dangerous to suggest to the student that it
is beneath his dignity to learn what others already know; that there is isome:
thing ignobland.even desdOluctive of "rational powebs") in memorizinC
facts, bodes, hormulae, or passages from literary works, apd that to belad-
mired he must think in .original ways. It is equally dangerous to forgo',
teaching important facts and principles in order to give the student fa bhance
to discover them for himself. Only a teacher who is unaware,of his effects
on his students can believe that children actually discover mathematicd, that
(as one teacher has tten) in group discussions they "can and do figure
out all of the relationships$ facts., and pyltedures that comprise a,:full
program in math."/ ,
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Tkre are qher difficulties. The positilon of the teacher wha en-

courages iiiscovOy is ambiguous. Is he to pretend that he himself does not
know? (Socrates said Yes. In Socratic irony those who know enjoy a laugh
at the expense of those who do not.) Only for the 'sake of encouraging a
joint venture in discovery is the teacher to choose to teach only those things
which he himself has not yetlearned? Or is he frankly to 'say, "I know, but
you must find out," and accept the consequ ces for his relations with his
students?

Still another difficulty arises when it is necessary to teach a whole
class. How are a few good students to be prevented from making all the
discoveries? When that happens, other members of the class not only miss
the excitement of discovery bu,t are left to learn material presented in
a slow and particularly confusing way. Students should, of course, be
encouraged to explore, to ask questions, to study by themslves, to be
"creative." When properly analyzed, as we shall see, the kinds of behavior
referred to in such expressions can be taught. It does not follow, how-
ever, that they must be taught by the method of discovery.,

The idols of the school. Effective instructional practices threaten
the conception of teaching as a form of maieutics. If we suppose that the
student is to "exercise his rational powers," to "develop his mind," or to
learn through "intuition Or insight,".thenit may indeed be true that the
teacher cannot teach but can only heap the student learL But these goals
can be restated in terms of explicit changes in,behav4or, and effective
methods of instruction can then be designed. .

In his famous four idols, Francis Bacon formulated some of the-reasons
wh men arrive at false ideas. He might have added two special Idols of the
School which affect those who want to improve teaching. The Idol of the
Good Teacher is the belief that what a good teacher can do, any teacher
can do. Some teachers are, of course, unusually effective. They are
naturally interesting people, who make things interesting to their students.
They are skillful in handling students, as they are skillful in, handling
people in general. They can formulate facts and principles and communicate
them to others in effective ways. Possibly their skills and talents will
someday be better understood and +successfully imparted to new teachers.
At the moment, however, they are true exceptions. The fact that a method
proves successful in their hands does not mean that it will solve impottant
proklems in education.

The Idol of the Good Student is the belief that what a good stude-nt
can learn, any student can learn. Because they have superior ability or have
beeil exposed to fortunate early environments, some students learn without
being taught. Possibly we shall someday producemore of them. At the
moment, however, the fact that a method works with good students does not mean
that it will work with all. It is possible that we shall profess more
rapidly toward effeCtive education by leaving the good teacher and the
good student out of account'altogether. They will not suffer, because they
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do not need our help. 'We may devote ourselves then to the discovery of
practices which are. appropriate to the remaining - why? - ninety-five
percent of teachers and students.

The Idols of the School explain some of the breathless excitement
with which educational theorists. return again and again to a few standard

solutions. Perhaps we should regard them as merely two special cases of
a more general source of error, the belief that personal experience in the

classroom is the primary source of pedagogical wisdom. It is actually very

difficult for teachers to profit from experience. They almost never learn

about their long-term successes ciF failures, and their short-term effects
are not easily traced to the pradtices from which they presumably arouse.

Few teachers have time to reflect on such matters, and traditional educa-
tional research has given them little help. A much more effective kind

of research is now becoming possible. Teaching may be defined as an
arrangement of contingencies of reinforcement under which behavior changes.
Relevant contingencies can be most successfully analyzed in studying the
behavior on one student at a time under carefully controlled conditions.

Few educators are aware of the extent to which human behavior is being ex-
amined in arrangements of this sort, but a true technology of 'teaching is

imminent. It is beginning to suggest effectiVe alternatives to the aversive
practices which have caused so much trouble.

71.
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CHANGES AND TRENDS
tt

or

"Looking Through a Glass Darkly"

Trying to predidt just what will be the conditions you will face is
like looking thiough a cloudy window. Precise predictions arg impossible..
We can,however, get a general picture by examining certain trends in society
and educetiOn. ,A number of trends and projections have been identified
which appear to be especially significant to future teachers. They are:

1. A trend towards making social institutions accountable -for
achieved societal goals.

2. A trend towards students themselves making decisions as to
what they will learn and how they will go about learning.

3./rA trend towards development of new technologies of instruc-
tion and self-instructional methods.

' 4. A trend towards doubting the value of formal education and of
the Protestaflt work ethic.

5. A trend towards making education more meaningful invocational
terms.

6. A trend towards making education more useful to minority, groups
as they attempt to improve their social economic status.

7. A trend towards a twelve month school year.
8. A t rend towards shorter work weeks.-
9. A trend towards reducing the "monopoly" of public schools by

contra ting with private companies for achieving educational
goals nd for providing parents with "vouchers" which they may
use t pay other schools for education of their children.

10. A trend towards an oversupply of teachers.
11. A trend towards teacher unionization.

On the surface, man/ of these trends seem to be contradictory. For ex-
ample, it is difficult to see how a teacher can be held "accountable," if

. students exercise a great deal of free choice in what and how they are going
to learn.

This article deals with an analysis of these trends, defining them
rather completely and comparing educational practices under these new
conditions with educational practices as we }lave experienced them while
students.

Each of the folloWing sections will deal with one of the trends in
more but varying degrees of detail. Some sections attempt to summarize
available information on each trend, while-others refer you to specific hand-

. outs cr library readings.

Trends

1. Accountability: Read "Accountability; Questioni to Think On"
which appears as*the next reading selection following this article.
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Student Decision Making.

I is difficult to assemble data which will portray this trend.
However there seems to be no doubt that students desire and in some cases
are de nding a greater say in curriculum planning. They cry for "relevance"
which J eps appearing in news stories and in interviews with students and
tends relllect this trend.

T ditionally, of course, such curricular decisions have been re-
serve or the experts. Chemists, for example, have decided what_shoul4 be
the cogent of the chemistry courses. Historians have decreed what histof-,
ical lysis should be considered best and have written books (which set
curri a) with limited points of view.

demand for "Black history" is an example of students, insisting
that eir own judgment of what is best for them to learn is preferable
as,a rse; it is a reversal_of a traditional pattern of education de-
cisic3aaking.

e arguments for reversing the decision making process are many
and spme are quite Complex. Some are listed below, but space limitations
prevetta full discussion of each. Perhaps the listing will provoke you
into "searching each argument of your awn.

It is often pointed out that there is no evidence that one
kind of learningis better than another. This being the

-, even immature decisions of first graders stand an
equal chance of being good decisions, and they should be
given the privilege of deciding whether or not they want to
learn to read, to learn to play a game, to watch birds or
whatevet. ,

Some arguments cite evidence that learning is more complete
and retained longer if it has "meaning" or is of interest
to the learnei. Since only the learner knows what has
meaning to his and what his interest are, he should pick

7 and decide what he will learn.
Number B is often coupled with an argument that if learners
are involved in the decision making- process, they gill be-
come better decision makers, which is viewed as a desirable
outcome of education. In a sense, by making decisions them-
selves, they will test their interests, learn from their
successes and failures, and learn about themselves.
Traditipnal curricula are usually established td meet college
admission requirements and; at least half the students in..high
school do not go to college. Therefore, such graduation re-
quirements are just a waste of time for many students. The
non-college going student,W1 know as well as teachers,, how

much and what kind of learning he should have in the human-
ities, sciences, etc.
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Each of these arguments can be and has been rebutted. But each argu-

ment is generally concedZd to have some element of truth and some valid

logic. Teachers in the.Schools of the future probably will find, however,

that being able to re-Utat,,the argument will not be the.answeNto the problem

posed by student demands far greater autonomy. Neither will the problem be

met by recourse to authority.' "Pulling rank" leads to student resentment

,,and rejection of school and teachers. Persuasion and propaganda are in-

creasingly effective (and questionable on ethical grounds) as students be-

come more knowledgeabli.

Are there approaches and methods the teacher may follow and employ

to give students more options and at the same time be accountable? What

skills and competencies do teachers needto master to be able to employ

these methods? This will need to be a major consideration in (your plan-

ning of additional learning experiences in Spiral III.

New Technologies

New technologies make old ones obsolete. Today we have programmed

texts in almost every conceivable subject. The same is true for computer

assisted instruction. Instructional TV blankets the country, teaching

everything from medieval history to Japanese paper folding (Origame).

Educational games instruct in foreign languages and complex problem solving

skills. Companies are producing audio tapes for cassette players which

plug into an automotive cigarette lighter and can deliver a tompIete lesson

during, the trip between home and the office. All,of these techniques are

"low labor intensive" (to use a new term), they instruct' ithout teachers.

Some authorities have proposed that with these new technologies we can

establish a "learning center" in each hems and thus do away with expensive

school plants and significantly redpce other instructional costs. Also, '

by making the home into a school, we can involve parents much more closely

in their children's lives and can Nus restore the integrityyof the family

unit.

Truly new technologies'have the potential for making the old obsolete.

But is the potential really there? Or are these instructional devices

just gimmicks?
4

To quickly and superficially summarize - the evidence that students

can and do learn through technologically mediated instruction. The successes

are not 100X, but they fare favorably, in a majority of cases, to teacher

mediated instruction! And - there seeps to' no practical limit to the

kinds of learning that can be automated;/trgeitional subject matter s2 11s, 4
problem solving skills, social skills and even healthy self coaiegil n

be programmed into these learning. experiences. There are a.few cations

that these -instructional technologies are especially effective with &luta-

tionally'disadvantaged students.

The newer' technologies are being accepted twith great reluctance by

the educational comnunity. So far, high initial costs and difficulties in

standardization have held back wide-sprea0 adoption, Ao educational resis-
.
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tance is more of an academic'on theoretical resistance than resistance to

an actuality. ,. .

.k
, -

"'

. , . (

Howevers, costs are being reduced thrbugh mass production for'a mass

audience. It seems reasonable that within the near future, most schools, will

be able to afford the basic equipment (often referred to as "hardVare")

and program materials (software) to offer about any course they wish on an
automatic, self instructional basis and to even develop special courses to

satisfy individual students.
1

This raises some very profound questions for teachers of tehigtuture.
For example, what kinds of new jobs or positions will the new technology
open in education? How knowledgeable about the basic science of Learning
is the teacher going to need to be_able t.gpmake intelligent use of the new
technologies? HOw will the introduction of tecppology change the` teacher's

job? Does the new technology offer ameans for the teachei to prbvide the
students with more options and yet be accountake? Think on these things!

Changing 'Values

Is education good? Is work good? Our forefathers believed both to be

true almost to the extent that they assumed the position of religious dogma.
"Easy" education and "easy" work were less good than "hard" education and
"hard" work. "The devil finds work for idle hands,"-and "By the swat of
your brow shall ye earn'bread" were unquestionab1P-rules of life:

It is obvious that these values are disappearing. Maybe not entirely .

gone - but fading out. They are being replaced by another set of values.
Newer values tend to emphasize day-by-day enjoyment of life, learning by
self-analysis, and direct experience rather than by schooling,xemoval of
all the status symbols of degrees and honor grades that tend tO stratify
people into classes and divide them and. to replace the values reflected with
a valuing of human dignity regardless of educational attainment or vocational

identity.

The traditional school placed great emphasis on these values. They

used the value to "motivate" learning. It was popularily assumed that
students would learn in order to get a good job or at least learn in order
to avoid failure in school and thus face a Weak occupational future.

.

Obviously the teacher of the future is going to find threats of

failure to be less motivating. What can the teacher use if vocational and
college success are no longer valued by large numbers of studentfi? What

motivates you to learn?

Vocational Emphasis
A

*

Contrary to trend number four, there is a grAtng emphasis on making

course offerings more vocationally relevant. This is not just a mattef of
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adding vocational courses per se, but reducing the abstract learning§ in
math, science, English, eta., and incleasing the direct application value
of such courses to students future vocations. F ral legigiation in the
educational field has increased appropriations 1 fold the past few
Years 114heyWhol&Sria'drvocational educatio

Teachers will need to examine their course o
philosophy very carefully in light of this trend.
some cherished ideals and also developing some n
learning in what specific ways your field can r
and ,general life skills in your students.

Relevance for Minority Grqups

is there anyone who is not aware of this trend? Probably not, so
We'll not elaborate here. The gfowing concern of minority groups for the
tlucation their children are receiving is having a wide-spread impact.
It is leading to questions about the appropriateness of an inner city school
which is staffed by middle-class whites. Can they develop aspecial'set
of skills which will enable them to be effective with children from min-
ority cultures? Or ate they so restricted by their'backgrounds that they
cannot "relate" to such children?

es and educational
ay mean giving up

competenciei, that is,
e to developing vocational

4 .
The answer to these questions is not clear as yet. Many members of

the minority groups doubt that a white middle-cla 'teacher can overcome
his past history and becomeable to provide a sou learning experience.
for these children. On the other heap, some professionals believe other-
wise that there are techniques which any person can learn and which will
be effective with learners from any culture., -

:4

The question which must be answered by any teacher in training is:
Am I likely to be held 'accountable for learning gains by students who have
a cultural background different from my own? And, are the instructional
methods and techniques I am learning going to be effective with children

'and youth from diverse cultural backgrounds?

12 Month School Year

This trend is perhaps less obvious than some of the others. Theme are
instances where school systems will operate a limited summer program for
special groups of students but very few, if any, schools which operate a
12 month school, program areanuw in existence.

However, there are many signs that the 9 month tradition is weakening.
Newspaper editorials' have raised, questions about the economics of keeping
expensive buildings and eqUipment idle for 3 months of the year. Educatiowl
theorists 'have felt that with the "knowledge explosion" more time is requirld
for students to master essential knowledge and skills.

There is no consensus on the point, however. SOme.people feel the ex-
periences that students haVeluring the summer are educationally valuable

.
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too: 'For example, the social learnings that occur during free play, re-

creational eograms, Waving to make their own decisions about how time is

to be spent, are all important.'

Te question for the teacher in, training is not only %tat do I be-
lieve or feel about a 12 mon4 school year" but what do I need to do, to' be

ready for it if it comes? Are there special motivational problems to get

ready for it? How shduld a teacher organize work for a 12 month year? How

could'a class be organized to permit students to join their-familiei on
a 2 week vacation and still do the course work?

Aorter Work-Week

Is it possible that the futuie will bring a standard work week of

30 or even,25 hours? Some economists are predicting it. We know-that

there are some jobs which require no more than that now. We also know that

the work of the nation does not require all the workers that are available.

'(5% unemployed plus another 1-2% in the armed forces). We also know that

technology is now available'to replace other whole occupational groups.
So, perhaps the predictions'of a shorter work week have some validity.

Teachers may benefit from this trend. It will also give them some

problems to solve. For example, shorter Worktweek means more leisure

time. To what extent should teachers and schools prepare their students

for more leisurely activities? Does this haVe implications ;gr course goals

and objectiies?

Performance Contrac ting

The "Texarkana Project" is'the most widely known example.- A similar

project in the Banneker elementary achoollin Gary, Indiana was, undertaken

in 1970-71.
. 4

.$ A

It is predicted by many people that "Performance Contracting"4%in

which the contractor guarantees that the students will learif) is a very

positive step in education. It forces the educator td produce, and if he

does not produce, he is-not paid. _Many people today would like to see ail'

schools operated with performance contracting._

et

One might agree with performance contractitt in principle but still

oppose it in practice?. It has been pointed out that while it is .good to

hold teachers accountable and make their pay dependent on perfornance,that

measures are very imprecise and that ip actuality teachers will begin to

teach for the tests rather than for4mastery. Also, there are educational

outcomes other than subject matter gains. What about self-estee, cooper-

ativeness, respect for other people, etc. Shouldn't perform4nce contracts :

specify that the contractor is responsible forithese kinds oAlearning, too?

-In addition to these practical questions:' can you trust a profit-makinf

company to sacrifice some or all profit for the welfare of a single and?.
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Job Market

ti

There ar&many rumors about an 9veroupply of teachers.' Some predictions

, are that the excess of waduates o er demand is around 10%. We know that

enrollments in teacher training i stitutions have increased by about 10% in

..,
the past three years and that the birthrate kas.tended to fall of somewhat

'since the days pf the post-war "baby boom:" '

Jo

.

Also, we know that a considerable number"of people who have teaching .:-. 4 *
credentials but havgmployed ingovernr4ent or inOstry, are now reentering

6.

s

the teaching field ause of the down turn in the economy.
T'

However, these facts simply point up a general condition: The employ-

ment situation for a specific graduate is..91ore complex. _There are differ-
.

enceeqn supply and demand within the various teaching fields. Geography

-plays a Part, too.' It is more difficult to find a position in an urban
getting than in a rural communityf except that thereard sti]l shortages
of teachers willing tp teach in the inner-city.

Thd'placement bureau has available information-on such trends. Infor-

mati is Aso available froffi staff members.

.

Teacher Unionization

. .

..
Is it desirable for teachers to unionize? 'To go out on a.strikelv To

bargain collectively _for salaries and working conditions? Is stit better for

teachers, to be professional rather than tradesmen?

UniontietberOip amott,teaChers,is.growing
considered itself a-"professional" organization
a. union. Teachers as a groUp are sounding more
did 'tile men in the.A.FtL. andthe,C.I.O. in the

I.

. The NEA,'which for years
, is acting more 'and more like

and more militant - such as
.19301s.

41. Where do you stand? What knowledge do you need to decide? Will un on-

ization ofzieacherd result
,

in improved education for children? '

.
,

ff , c
All questions

4
are for you to consider. The NUSTEP staff does. not take

an official pbsition-Calthough.we each have our own ideas). We do think,
however, that teachers-in-training should consider the questions and arrive

at their own answers. No dpubt tany of you will be approached to join a
anion within a few years and may even become activery engaged in union affairs.
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ACCOUNTABILITY: QUESTIONS TO THINK ON

the.

What kindsof skills will a teacher need in communicating promised out

comes (objectives) to parents, children, school officials, etc.

4.%

2. What kinds of skills will a teacher need,..in planning instructional strat

egies and developing instructional matetials? (Consider implications of

accountability for teacheis being required to predict instruction).

3. What kinds of skills 19i1 teZhers need in measur learner eVelopment

and in evaluating instruction?'

-4

4. Whatkinds,of.skills will teachers need, eb be able to communicat evaluStions

Of individual learners, to parents, and o school officials?

_

D..

5. What kinds of skills will to hersneed to.stimqlate learner to achieVe

,objectives? .7

Use your cooperating teacher nd subject specialist o octor as, a resource

in completing this assignment
'1

4

t

4

0

4

_2.

4
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4
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Learning Task31
,CONTRACTIN6 AS A PROCESS FOR MANAGING INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

PROBLEM AREA:

,s

6

We know now that people differ and if instruction r
is to be effective, it must be geared to the differences
,among students -- this is what is meant by individualization.
The problem this fact presents to teachers is obvious. How
can one organize and run a classroom of thirty students,

A:
each one.work on mastering his own objectives? The
problem is c 1) nded. when. we cons der the many ways in
which people differ. Some learn vtry fast, others
more owly. Some are reinforced by teacher praise,
other are n t, they are reinforced by other things. Some
studen s hav clear cut goals, others peem to have no
goals or e en conflicting goals. A few students are very
poorly cao dinated, while others are quite dextrous.
Some are jittery, while others are calm. Many students
can work with concentration for an hour but a few have'
a very limited span .0 attention. To plan and carry out,
a p '1ogram of instruction for students who vary so. .

.

greatly will requiie You-to plan and implement learning
experiences in ways that are quite different from the
methods used by your teachers. Rather than a stand-up
teacher, you must become a classroom manager.
In general sense, the concept of.a teacher as a classroom
manager,means the same thing as being a manager of any

. other enterprise. Managers must plan, implement their
. plan, evaluate their plan and revise their plan, a constant,

cycle. Most managers direct the work of other people who
are working at a variety of tasks so their planning and
operations must allow for the diversity of activities and

'functions. In other words; their plans must include-

' provisions for individuals.
The analogy between classroom management* and. business
management holds only to a limited extent however. Ih

education, we want worker /students to become self-
. managers whereas the business manager wants his workers

tb bedame more proficient workers. In education -- our
desire to develop 'self-management skills in, students

' means, in effect, each.student progressively develops the
skills for becoming "his own teacher." This may turn out
to be the skill' development that will do-hit the most
good throughout life, since,he will always face requirements
to learn. So -- not only must we as teachers learn to
manage a class so as to prollde optimum learning experiences
foj individuals, we must also prepare students to
teach themselves. A,very complex managerial task.

4,
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PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES.:

PREREQ SITE:

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES:

C

w

rt

One of the NUSTEP Goals is to provide you with versatility
in planning and carrying out instruction. That is, to give
you skills in ,a variety, of methods and approaches -- then

you may select the one(s) which work best for you. The
process knoWn as contingency contracting is one of several
processes which can be used to solve the inuituctional
problemi in managing an individualized clasMoom. When
you have completed thAs task, y6u will havg one more method
or #pproach to use in solving the problem of managing your

1 -future classes. You should also knowenough about it to
decide' whether or not to use it.

1-

The TEP can:,

1. Answer 6 or 7 questions which deal with contingency
contracting (Attached)

2./ Write two satazle contracts for students in your
' teacher assisting setting, which meet criteria for

good contracts as outline in Homme, Contingency
Contracting.

3. Try out a contract or contracts with student
in your teacher assisting settingsand assess the
resultS of the contracting.

Completion of Spiral,I

4
Type A - Input Activities

1. Read Contingency Contracting, a small paperback by
Lloyd Homme, available at the boOkstore under EPM 162.
A limited number of copies are alio on reserve at the
Undergraduate Library.

Type 8 - Analysis/Application Activities

fftite contracts for students in your teaches assisting
setting, using the criteria which Homme outlines, e.g.,

. a-contract should 4 positive, etc. 4

Type C - Evaluation Activities

. 0'

1. Complete questions (attached) over contingehcy-
contra ting.. Turn in to.proctor.

2t Try our a contritCting system with one or more srudentd-
and collect necessary informEttion for judging wlietler;
or not the system succeeded or not:%4Share.the cpntractV
and the data on student perforthanc:z" your-proctor. '

t
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Type D - Challenge Activities-

1. Compare contingency contracting as you-understand
it and its implications to some other educational
method with which you are familiar. Present written

discussion to and discuss your comparison with your
proctor or other staff member.

Questions over contingency contracting: Information Source:. Contingency

Contracting by Lloyd Homme.

1. Our legal system is basically an example of a
a. positive contract system
b. negative contract system

2. A s sman who works under an agreement where he gets
commission on each sale is..working under a:

"----
a. positive cont act system

b. 06gative cont f actsystem
. .

3.--Which of the following arrangements with high school
example of Grandma's Law (and a positive contract)?
a. "IX you get home after midnight, you're group ed

_ b. "If you get into troublt withthe law, don't ome

c. "If you don't fOol around in class today, I wtintt

d. 'If you finish your work before class ends, you c

a 5 percent

students is the best

for a month.(
to me for help."'
give you a quiz:"

an do what you lik.e. "

4. The gdal of any contingency contrac(ing system should be
a. manager controlled contracting'
b. 'transitional contracting-

c. stuaent controlled contracting

0'5.% Which of the following macro-con acts is probably the best contract?

a. Monday is the deadline for the paper. Papers handed in after Monday
will Ye-marked down .one letter grade for each day they are late.

,
b.' Those who don't complete Task 'II and XII by Friday, will have to

attend a makeup session on Monday morning at 8:00 o'clock.

c. Those'who don't complete Task II -sad XII by Friday cannot go on tb

Spiral"'
d. Those w o complete II and XII by Friday are eligible for a 3-week

trial period of the teacher assisting.(optional) and may substitute a

task of their own design for any required task. -

WHY?

b. Write a positive contract which could be (or has been) used for the NUSTEP

program.
.

lt 4

7. Wrote a.negative contract Which could be has been) used in the NUSTEP

program.

ft /1\
-e
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PROBLEM AREA:

4

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES:

PREREQUIiITE(S): ,Completion of Spiral I.

es

Learning Task 32
CLASSROOM CONTtOL AND BEHAVIOR M6DIF2CATION

" -

,A great many students in the secondary schools seem to be--
bored, apathetic, "turned off," or alternatiVely belligerent
and aggressive.- irr other words, it Would",upear that yhat

the's, are experiencing in,school 11 painful to say the least.
All this has important consequences,,b6th forthe student
and fvoyou.. For.thestudent, this kind of experience makes
it more likely that he willdrop out thethe will come to

'

.dislike learning, he will deyelop a poor-self4oncept,
and, in the long r,un; b ome an ungplfilled and unhappy
human being. For you a a teacher, when students behave
in. this manner, You'l eel that you ate failing and when
apathy and boredom are'replapea. by antagonism,and aggression,

you're likely to feel great. d'eal...of resentment toward

students like this..

o

ppurpose of this task is to help you learn skills gener-
ally grouped under the term "behavior kodAicatiOn." What

these skills involve Is the.r&naging of classroom conditions
.such that stems achieve success an&satiefaction_for the
appropriate things that they do (as defined by yourself,

. _

you andthe student;:.0r-the stadeptYrather than experiencing
failure and punAhment.for the inappropriate things, they
do. This.management involves mainly the arrangement'of pos-

itive
,

consequences for appropriate.student behavior - the

r -creation of an'environment that ia, responsive to the best .

. in-people, rather than the worst: ;The specific skills that
. ,

will.help you,reate this positive environment are:the focus
.

for this task.
. .

1. State reasons fort-pinp ointing specific. behaviors and for

keeping objective records of behavior.
., 4

2. State rules for managing consequenCes and predict be-

havior change for particular classes.of consequences.

3: Design and carry out a project designed to accelerate-or
decelerate a behavior of a student in his'teacherassist-
ing setting. The project would include a) obtaining of

some kind of baselin b),the pinpginting of a behavior, .

c) en; the sysgematic ementofta consequence or con:-

sequences for the beha or. -

P
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LEARNING
ACTIVTTIES: A. READINGS

.
P

1.. Review Chapter 2 in Chan Ong ClassrootekBehlavior for dis-
cuSsion of recording methods, hapter 1 for methods of
strengthening behavior, and C ptsr S for methods of
weakening undesirable bebavio .

2. Read- "Modifying Student Behavior." '

C. ACTIVITIES FOP PRACTICE IN FIELD SITUATIONS'

I. Observe the student you are interested in working with
and determine consequences which, are now occurring
in relationship to his appropriate classrooril behaviqr
and ip relationship to his inappropriate behavior.

D. ACTIVITIES FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE.
/

t
:1. *Design a behavior modification procedure and obtain,

agreement of cooperating teacher that you can carry out.
the project designed to increase appropriate behivior or,

crease inappropriate behavior in one oroore s
y managing cues and /or consequences for the st

behavior I-specifically, the NUSTEP student will ai"1-mpt.
Carrx-but fhi-g3Tect with one or More students in your
teacher assisting in which you a) pinpoint a behaVior or
behaviors, b) take a baseline metsurd.21.4 how often the
behavior is occurring, and; c)_ systematically alters the
consequences and/or cues foithe tphavior. ,Turn in and
discuss the results of your projat with your proctor.

Q.
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MODIFYING STUDENT BEHAVIOR

Many times we can d the Nc\Pbses for behavior in the setting tself. For

example, often the "cat" orstudent misbehavior are present in 1h school'

settin d altholigh what the student does is obviously affected by o tsidel

condit ns (home Life, etc.), much of his behavior is determin4d by what is' .

happenin in the school. ,You can think of many examples: ',Students become bored

and misbe aVe; the teachex introduces an exciting project and students partici-
pate with enthusiasm; the teacher blushes at a funny remarlc and funni, remarks

,- become the order of the day. The kinds of thingi which affect student behavior
'can be classed .into two major categories 4ilich.we have encountered before; cues
'for student behavior and'consenuences for student behavibr. You, as a teacher,

4 can bring many of thgse thin6 under your management and produce student bdhavior,

which is both beneficial to the student dild satisfying to you as a teacher.

Managing Cues for S dent Behavior

Students take their cues for what they do from the kinds.of'things which you

do and other students do. You make a slip.of the tongue and students laugh; you
',give directions ankstudentvpen their books to the appropriate gage, and the
boring lecture the teacher is giving may be the cue to look put of the window,,

do uher work, or talk to another.student. Presumably you have by now pinpointed ,

a beftvior which yolf either want to increase or =decrease. As a beginning point

in Irour program to change the behevior you should attempt to determine what the

--:aues_are-for the behavior you've pinpointed. If your 'pinpointed bittalrior

-= talking out, you should take careful note of what the conditions are under which

-the,person is talki i out. Is he talking always to a particular person, in a

p4iticnlar phase of, a sson,when you or the teacher say a certain thing? If

you determine what the s are for the behavior, you may find that You can

easily change them. The solution to some problems may be*obvious. If John is

always looking out the window and never paying attention to the class, a move

might be,in order: The same kinds of change may be in order for the person

who, always disrupting the class by waving and talking to friends that pass

by.in e hall. Oftentimes, if the cue is removed for a misbehavior,:the be-

havior m disappear. Not?all cues -of course are so obvious as in these ex-

amples and not all solutions as simple as these in terms,of stoppingprisbeT

havior, Also, you cal"expect that when the cues again become present; the be-

haviar will begin again. =

On the other side of the coin, 'assume that' you mantleo''increase partici-

pation of a particular student' in claps discussion. You may find. tUat there

presently may be few cues for this particular student to bgAng about participation

and thatyou couldeaSily,supply some cues, such as questions he is likely to

be able to answer. Encouraging tie student to participate (for example, in

before-class individual conference) l!s'also.a form of cueing and may be ef-

fective. In general, d.f you wane Co increase a bellavior you have to make sure

that the cues for the behavior are present and if theY.are not, you'should make .

k sure,that.they'are.

1
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Managing Consequences for Student Behavior

Unless you have background in reinforcement psychology, you may find it
hard tto accept that the behavior of the human being cangte very greatly con-

trolled by managing the consequences of the behavior. We're used to thinking

that the human being, is in complete control of what he does, that is, that he
decides to do something and that is the explanation of why he does a particular

thing. However, (fortunately or unfortunately, depending on your view), research
has shown that much of what we do is very sensitive to the effect that a be-.
havior produces. That is, it has been shown that behaviors nhich produce conse-
quences which we generally would call pleasant tend to become stronger and that
behaviors which produce no consequences at all (of any conseouence) than to fade
away like'old soldiers. Behaviors which produce consequences which we -could

call unpleasant or aversive tend to be temporarilyabandoned, but often some
emotional reaction takes the behavior's place. Researchers have used manage-

ment of consequences (with and without people's awareness) to change the followink
things (among hundreds of examples: getting a schizophrenic to say his first.
word in years and to rebuild his vocabulary, increasing the number of opinion
statements persons,make, increasing time spent in the seat and studying be-
havior,)increased class participation, increasing reading rate and Controlling

one's blood pressure). This latter was done with males by monitoring their
baseline blood pressure and rewarding them each time their pressure went down or

up from the baseline. Depending on whether they were being rewarded for
changing down or up, subjects. learned to either decrease or increase their'

blood pressure. The, reward was a brief look at a Playboy centerfold but what
does this have to Jo with the behavior which you may like to change in the

school? The answer is this: by systematically mana ing consequences and
arranging cues for behavior (or removing them), you an change a student's

behavior.

We mentioned. those behaviors which produce positive consequences. In an

earlier tasIt*-eatrel this arrangement Obsitive reinforcement or positive con-

trol. Assumihg that you have a behavior which you would like to strengthen, you
may want to introduce a positive consequence, contingent on, havidT. That

is ,whenever the behavior occurs, you can arrange to have a po tive consequence

Lllon the behaiiior. If you were talking about increasing the dte of vol-

unteering answers, your consequences might be approval of his answer. If you're

tutoring a.Student, you may want' to set up a point system as aconsequence for

certain behaviors qr manage your comments as positive consequences. Hopefully,

we'll-get to talk at length about the possibilities open to you, in terms of
,positive reinforcement to strengthen behavior.

We mentioned behavior which pr'oduced no consequences as-tending to die
out. It may be that if your goal is to decrease a particular behavior, you
may want to try to remove the consequences for4the behavior. Often teachers

maintain misbehavior by their reactions to the misbehavior: that is, they re-

ward it, in that students may enjoy irritating the teacher. One approach which
might betried here would be an extinction procedure, which is the procedure

for. removing consequences for behavior,. At the same time, you might Want to
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try to strengthen some other behavior which is incompatible with the mis-

behavior. That is, if it's unlikely that a person can look out of the window and
participate at the same time, you may want to try to strengthen partici-
pation rather than to extinguish looking out of the window. -Extinction pro-

cedures sometimes take a little nerve on the part of the teacher, such as if
you decided to extinguish swearing at you by ignoring it, but it is almost

always more.effactive than punishment.

You can temporarily suppress behavior by punishing it but there are a
number of things against it which lead us to recommend that you not use it.

First, it arouses emotion. We don't care much for people who'punish us. Second,

counteragression is often the result. That is; a iatura1 tendency on the
part of both animals and humans is to get that thing that is punishing us. So

if we punish someone, his natural tendency is to want to return the favor. Third,

punishment's effects are unpredictable. Sometimeswe temporarily stop the
behavior by punishing it, but equally likely are emotional blowups, withdrawal,
surliness, avoidance and escape behavior - none of which we wanted tc cause. ,.

For these reasons,_we would hope that your program to change behavior concen-
trates on positive reinforcement either of the behavidr you want or of one

which is incompatible with the misbehavior. Extinction procedures are also

very effective and may be used in conjunction with the positive reinforcement

program.

o
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%PROBLEM AREA:

Learning Task 33
VERBAL LEARNING FOR TEACHERS OF BUSINESS EDUCATION

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES,i

4

, e

4 e'

All teachers must be concerned about retention of learning
by their students. We all have had experiences in Which
something (such as a memorized, phone number), learned earlier,
is "forgotten." Studies have shown that, as much as 70 per
cent of what is learned is gloat" or forgotten within a Lew ,
days of.learning. V.

This impermanence of learning his led many educators.
to doubt the value of much "learning of facts."' Since such
rote or memorized learning is typically lost or forgotten,
they argue, why bother insisting that students learn it in
the first place?

Yet, the problem remains, it is more efficient if one
-canmemorize a number of basic facts, principles,
',procedures, etc'. The multiplication tables, the rules or
procedures for_converting.decimals to fractions, formulas._
for computing compound interest, procedures for operating
and maintaining office equipment, the symbols for short-
hand, standardized abbreviations, etc., are all examples
of learning which are useful o students in business
education and which call-f. memorization.

The problem the t ch has is organizing an planning
learning experiences t re long-term recall ( tention)
rather than short-term 11. The research in the area
of verbal learning will help in planning learning exper-
iences that encourage retention.

1. By the end of this task you should be able to define
and give examples of the following,te'ms on an objectpie
test:

a. Verbal learning j. Peedback.
b: Verbalassociation k Confirmation procedures

Melpingfulness. 1. -IIIMIFferenca theory of
d. lierbal mediators forgetting
e. Massed practice m. Retroactive inhibition
f. Distributed pradtice n. Proactive inhibition

Incidental-learning. o. .Serial - position' effect

h. Overlearnimg p. Morpheme
J.% Whole and part,learning q. phtineme

88 .2
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PREREQUISITES:

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES:

2. By the end nfitiiis tas you should be able to answer

test questions which asIt you to explain or describe

thr verbal leaffting principles associated with:
1/4

a. the stages of development of verbal skills in

b. the eff4cis of increased meaningfulness on retention -

c., the uses'of verbal mediators in increasing retention

d. the arrangements of practice which increase retention

of ney vocabulary
e. the "organization of learning experiences whith

reduce the effects of retroactive and proaCtive

inhibition
f.' a method for increasing the retention of mgcerial

presented near the midpoint of a serial learning

task .

3. Design/a self-instructional process for memorizing the:.

seven instructional steps recommended by DeCecco for

teaching.of verbal skills. Devise a measure to test for

retention.

. None

A. READINGS

1. Chapter 9, pp. 322-382 in J.P. DiCeccof The

Psychology of Learning and Instruction. (On

reserve 'for NUSTEP Students in the Undergraduate '1

Library.)

B. DISCUSSION
/

.
Come to class prepared toe

1.-Raise questions about aspects of the reading .

aasignment.which were unclear.

2. PrOvidelexamples from yOur past experience as

a student or from your observations during teacher

assisting, of how student retention could-be

improved by following the principles ofverbal

learning..

5'. Decide on flow teachers should measure retention.

4,. Take a 20 -item "feedback" test to let' you. know

hOw well you are.learning from your reading of

DiCecco. If you answer 18 of 20,correctlyt you

may,; assume you-are.studying effectiNely and .

mastering the concepts used' in the area of verbal'

learning.
t

(Note: It after examining'the objectives, you

think °you can already answer 18 of 20 Itemer.that

sample the objectives, you may request the feed- ,^;)

4
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back test as a pre-test. If you achieve the
criterion performance level, you may wish to -

ignore the reading assignment and skip- the:dis-
cussion.)

C C. ACTIVITIES FOR PRACTICE IN FIELD SITUATIONS

44.

1. Examine >unit or partial unit of instruction in-.
your teacher assisting situation.a Identify those
aspects which (from your readings) you think will
result in'poor retention.

2. Identify at least four changes you could make in
textbooks, workbooks, audiolingual or audiovisual
materials, etc, which would probably increase
retention.

D. ACTIVITIES FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE .

1. Prepare and submit to your proctor a short plan
for teaching a list oil about ten basic terms in

. your subject. Be able to defend your plan to your
proctor by citing appropriate research as reported
by DiCecco.

2. Describe in a conference with, your proctor, the seven
steps recommended by DiCecco for teaching verbal -

skills. Do not use notes or other aids. In your..

description show how you applied the seven steps :4
to your process of learning The seven steps. Also,

describe how you would test ou self for retention
the seven steps.

3. resence of, ydur proctor, . ake a twenty item
multiple choice and short answer test over con-,

cepts of verbal learning and-in applications of
principles of verbal learning. The "pass", level

is .18 correct. The items will ask you to identify
examp.les of concepts and distingyish correct from
incorrect applications of verbal learning principles.

90 -
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EX AREA:

t

PERE"ORMANGE'

OBJECTIVES:- . 1. Define the terms chaining and backward chaining.'

9

v

Learning Task 34
.SKILL LEARNING

*

What methods for learning_a skill arp most efficient, pro-

duce the most.highly skilled behavior and the,most.positive

tudes toward the skill? , ,

Many tipes, chers are faced with learning pip.blems that

involve the lear of chains or series of responses. For

example, the learning ofa.piede of music involves the piecing

together of a fantastic ni:Itaber of. individual responses. How

does one go best about learning a lengthy 'and extremely com-

plex chain such as this? Do you break itadown into'units ands

then try to put it all back together again? Do you stet at

the front and work toward the back or at the'eild of and work

.toward the fiddle? The same kind of prob1e0fises in foreign

language instruction where agaii chains areAraollied, only

this time they are verbal chaiLa composed of winds and sounds

rather than motor chains as in music. What is)the best way

to teach when this kind of learning is involved?

\

2.- Analyze a specific subject area skid as, achain of re-

sponses and develop a plan whereby the akiil can be

taught as a backward chain., .

3. *Teach yourself or a student in,y6ur teacher- assisting

setting a verbal or motor chain using the vethod of

backward chaining.
4

PREREQUISITE(S): Task 5, Spiral I,

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES:

9

. READINGS

;
,Read attached 'handout on behavior chains by Logan,,

-Behavior Chaim.'
2. ad chapter 8 (Skill Learning) in DeCecco, J.P.'The'

ychology leLearning and. Instruction. On reservtfor'

EPM 162 at the Undergraduate 'Library.

1 . ° r

A

C. ACTIVITIES FOR PRACTICE IN FIELD SITUATIONS

1. Together with another student, practice a'forward chaining,

method of teaching a simple skilli4chain) in your area ands'

,compare it to the effectiveness of a backOard chainink

mmethod.
A

. ,

C



D. ACTIVITIES FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT PEFFORMaCE

1. Develop .a plan.for teaching a verbal or a psychomotor

-chain'which is based on the method of backward chaining

_

and in which you describe in outline form the steps you

would vtake in using the backward ehaining method. Try

.
the plan on yourself in some skill you are learning Or

test it on.e stNent in your tutoring. situation,' Turn in

your plan an a brief sumluary of your findings to the

0

.r

proctor. ,
,5

r

4
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BEHAVIOR CHAINS
.

Most of 'the responses
thatwe have identified as'acts are actually

A

sequences of movements strung together to accomplish a goal. WhenAhts is

.explicitely recognized we refer to.a behavior-chain: 4 student doing his

-homework must go to desk or the library,.,lotate the appropriate book, read

it, and ,take notes, ,and then,
hopefully, study those notes and thinrabout

them. This is A long'and complex
behavior chain, A simpler one is,throwing

:a baseball: the pitcher winds' up, cocks his arm, and lets. fly. Most can-

spicuous is talking where sequences of sounds and words are uttered in a pat-

tern necessary to convey'an idea to a listener.

Behavior chains ar,e imp ortant because-, once
-fully integrated, they

tend to run off as single response. When you learn to-type, for example, the

early responses of typing letter by letter. become .hooked together intodarger

,units: the word reinforcement'may become sowell 'integrated that it is dif-

ficult not to make a mistake in typing reinforcing.., .(Similar errors happen

in reading.) This integrationis accomplished through feedback; the stimuli

' of early responses in the chain elicit the later responses
directly and auto-

matically. A behavior chain constitutes a sequence of responses initiated by

an external event but then run off under the control of feedback. Once in-

tegrated, behavior
chains"may 'be treated as responses.

Much of what we call learning is, in fact, the integration of little bits

of behavior into longer behavior chains: Let us consider first a labotatory

example. .14e wish to train a naive hungry rat to press a bar to obtain food.

This response is a chain composed of approaching the bar, raising an the hind

paws, placing the forepaws on the bar, pressing d'mwn,releasing,the 'bar and

going to.the place where food has been delivered. We teach a rat to do all

this by a process' called."shapihg" or succespiva approximations. It is like

the game "you're getting warmer" and proceeds in this case something as fol-

lows: First, the rat 4s allowed tb discover where the food is delivered and

that the. click of the fheder signals
another pellet of food. Wa do this until,

,whereveeZthe rat is, he runs quickly, to the feederwhenever helhears the click.

Next, we wait until the,rat happens to get,near the bar and then deliver the

pellet. This now causes him to run to the food cup but then he is likely to

return to the, area near the bar. Now, however, we, require that he be facing

the bat before a pellet is given. Once he begins to do this, we reqdkire

that,he stand up, later that he place a,paw on the bdr, And still lathr that

he press on the bar,: in sum, the elements of the desired behavior chain are

progressively built into his repertoire.

,

Shaping responses is somewhat of an art, but several guidelines can%be

asserted,. The first and most important is-that a behavior. chain is' best

learned in backward
fashion - the last element of the chain'shouldibe learned

first. In the bar-,pressing
situation, we first taught the rat to approach

the food cup when he heardsit click. 'The other two &uidelines appear some-:

what - contradictory.
On, the one hand, it is importan -,to

maintain a sufficient

'

{ a
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frequency of reward to keep-the organism behaving; if a standard is set for

the next reward that the organism can not yet achieve, he may stop doing the

things he has...already
learned and will have to begin again. But on the

other hand, too freoent reward of a poor approximation to the desired re-

sponse may cause that imperfect way
of,responding to became so well 3earned

that the organism fails.to continue.to make progress beyond it,. Andlence.

the art is to give enough reward to keep the organism behaving but tot so

much at any step in the process that he becomes fixiated there.

Consider, then, a father intent upon teaching.his son to hit a baseball.

One father spends hours pitching tz his son and perhaps becoming exasperated

at the lack of
grOgress resulting from his time and effort. Another father

ties a baseball to a string and hangs it frbm.a reasonable high tree limb.

The boy first learns to hit the baseball while it is motionless - the last

component of the chain; This is done with the ball at different heights so

he learns to aim the tat at the ball. Once progress is evident at this aspe

of the task, the ball is swung from progressively further distances, and onl

after the boy can hit the swinging ball does the father begin thring the

ball, at first softly and then with increasing vigor.

In summary, many acts such as a rat pressing a bar or a boy hitting a

baseball can be broken down into, a sequence of elements that must occur in a

specified order. These may be integrated into a behavior chaill by shaping a d'

then may be treated as a xesponse for that organism.

g9
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